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STATE OF LOUISIANA
DIVISION OF ADMINISTRATIVE LAW


SCHOOL BOARD *
* DOCKET NO. 2017-2156-DOE-IDEA
*


IN THE MATTER OF *
*


PARENT ON BEHALF OF MINOR * AGENCY LOG NO.  67-H-09
******************************************************************************


DECISION AND ORDER


Parent filed a request for a due process hearing alleging her child was denied a free and


appropriate public education, following the School Board’s denial of her request for her minor


child to be transported by the School Board to a private after school care facility in another


parish.1  Parent proved that School Board denied minor a free, appropriate, and public education


required under the Individuals with Disabilities Education Act by refusing to provide


transportation for Minor after school to the Private Daycare facility out of parish.


APPEARANCES


A hearing was conducted May 8, 2017, in Colfax, Louisiana, before Administrative Law


Judge William H. Cooper III.  Present at the hearing was Parent on behalf of her Minor child,


appearing  as  a  self-represented  litigant.   Father  of  Minor  was  also  present.   Melissa  Brossette


was present as a Families Helping Families volunteer advocate for Parent.  Wayne Stewart and


Tyrell  Manieri  appeared  as  counsel  on  behalf  of  the  School  Board.   V.R.,  S.M.,  and  R.D.


testified as witnesses.


STATEMENT OF THE CASE


This adjudication is conducted in accordance with the Individuals with Disabilities


1 The names have been redacted to protect the confidentiality of the Minor.  A legend is attached to the decision with
the names identified.
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Education Act (IDEA), 20 U.S.C. §§ 1400 et seq.; 34 C.F.R. § 300 et seq.; La. R.S. 17:1941 et


seq.; Louisiana Bulletin 1706, Regulations for Implementation of the Children with


Exceptionalities Act, LAC 28:XLIII; Louisiana Bulletin 1530, IEP Handbook for Students with


Exceptionalities, LAC 28:XCVII; Louisiana Bulletin 119, Louisiana School Transportation


Specifications and Procedures, LAC 28:CXIII; and the Division of Administrative Law Act, La.


R.S. 49:991, et seq.


Parent requested a hearing on behalf of Minor to determine whether the School Board’s


decision not to provide transportation to a private after school care violated her child’s right to a


free and appropriate public education under IDEA.


The scope of the hearing involves consideration of the issues listed in Louisiana


Administrative Code (LAC) 28:XLIII.507.A.1.


At the hearing, Parent and School Board stipulated to Undisputed Facts 1, 2, 3, 4, 6, and


7 under Section II (A), pp. 10-11 of School Board’s Pre-Hearing Statement and Undisputed Facts


under Section II(a)(i)(ii) and (iii), p. 1 of the Parent’s Prehearing Statement.  These facts were


accepted into evidence.  Parent presented testimony and exhibits into evidence.  P-1 through P-5


and P-7 through P-9 were admitted into evidence.  School Board’s objections to P-1, P-2, P-4, P-


5, P-6, P-7, P-8, P-9, and P-10 were overruled and the exhibits were admitted into evidence.


School Board’s objection to the admission into evidence of P-6 was sustained; however P-6 was


later admitted into evidence over the objection by School Board.  School Board exhibits SB-1


through SB-8 were admitted into evidence.  At the conclusion of Parent’s case in chief, the


School Board moved to dismiss the matter on the grounds that Parent did not prove a denial of a


free, appropriate, and public education (FAPE) under the Minor’s Individualized Education


Program  (IEP).   The  School  Board’s  motion  to  dismiss  was  denied.   The  School  Board  then
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presented testimony and evidence.  Parent presented rebuttal testimony.  The parties presented


closing arguments.  The record was closed and the matter was submitted for decision to be issued


by June 3, 2017.


FINDINGS OF FACT


Minor is the -year-old biological  Parent.  Parent is the legal guardian of


Minor.   Minor  is  a  student  of  P.E.S.,  a  public  school  in  School  Board’s  district.   Minor  was


diagnosed in March of 2015 with  syndrome, an extremely rare chromosomal defect.


Minor has experienced serious issues with seizures, gastrointestinal issues, non-verbal


communication,  and  severe  developmental  delays  as  a  result  of  the  syndrome.   Minor  requires


24-hour care and assistance with daily needs.  Minor has been identified by School Board as


having an educational exceptionality of “Other Health Impairment” under the Louisiana


Department of Education Bulletin 1508.2  Minor  is  a  resident  of  School  Board’s  parish  and  is


within School Board’s district.  Minor is eligible to receive special education and related services


from School Board as defined by an IEP.  Minor receives special education services, physical


therapy, occupational therapy, adaptive physical education, and speech therapy as part of


Minor’s IEP.  Minor receives instruction to address weaknesses in communication, motor skills,


speech, and academic areas.  The IEP was designed by an IEP Team and implemented by School


Board for Minor.  The School Board and school officials have maintained the appropriate level


of education as stated in Minor’s IEPs, and the resources provided at the school during the day


are adequate for Minor’s public education level.  Minor’s success is very slow in growth


2 LAC 28:CI.717.A. Other Health Impairment means having limited strength, vitality, or alertness, including a
heightened alertness to environmental stimuli that results in limited alertness with respect to the educational
environment that is due to chronic or acute health problems, and may include such conditions as asthma, attention
deficit disorder or attention deficit hyperactivity disorder, diabetes, epilepsy, a heart condition, hemophilia, lead
poisoning, leukemia, nephritis, rheumatic fever, sickle cell anemia and Tourette syndrome and adversely affects a
student's educational performance.
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regarding goals being reached, but Minor is adapting and improving.


Minor is physically unable to enter and exit a school bus without assistance.  Minor


cannot climb stairs or climb up into a chair.   A person must physically lift  Minor onto the bus


and lift Minor into a seat on the bus and strap Minor into the seat with a seatbelt.  Minor weighs


approximately 50 pounds.  Minor cannot verbally express any needs.  The mini bus used by the


School Board is staffed by a bus aide that assists the students with special needs and a bus driver.


The School Board bus aide and bus driver pick Minor up at  home and assist with


entering the mini bus before transporting  to the school.  Both Parent and Father are


employed full-time and are not able to be at home to care for Minor after school.  Without


transportation provided after school, Parents will not be able to utilize extended school year


(ESY) services.  A lack of after school transportation during the regular school year also presents


a hardship to Minor obtaining the services  needs.3


In the IEP for the regular school and ESY services dated April 18, 2016, the School


Board contracted to provide Minor with transportation in the mini bus “to and from school.”4  In


Minor’s ESY IEP for the summer of 2016, School Board agreed to provide transportation to


P.E.S. from Parent’s residence before school and from P.E.S. to Parent’s residence after school.


During the regular school year and for ESY services one day a week, the School Board provided


transportation  for  Minor  from  P.E.S.  to  a  private  after  school  care  facility  located  within  the


district.5  In August of 2016, the private day care within the school district being used by Minor


told Parent they could no longer service Minor.  Parent then obtained a private sitter to take care


of Minor after school.  School Board agreed to transport Minor to the private sitter’s residence


3 Official Hearing Transcript p. 158, line 21 through p. 159, line 8.
4 SB-1, pages 20 (regular school year) and 21 (ESY services) of 26.
5 Official Hearing Transcript p. 109, lines 1-5.
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within the district after school for the 2016-2017 school year.6


The private sitter canceled services to Minor in March of 2017 because she could no


longer accommodate the child’s needs.  S.G.D., the only remaining private day care facility


located within School Board’s parish, refused to accept Minor for after school care services.7


Since March 13, 2017, Parent has engaged the services of Private Daycare to provide


supervision and care of Minor after school.  Private Daycare is located in another parish


approximately 709 feet from the southern border of School Board’s parish and district and within


a  couple  of  miles  of  Parent’s  residence  and  P.E.S.   Private  Daycare  does  not  provide  any  IEP


related services and only attends to Minor’s personal needs.  Private Daycare began offering


after school care for students in January 2017 following the closure of two other local after care


schools.  School Board does not offer after school day care services at any of its schools within


its parish.8  Private  Daycare  agreed  to  provide  transportation  to  Minor  from  P.E.S.  but  Parent


would  need  to  make  arrangements  for  Minor  to  be  physically  assisted  onto  Private  Daycare’s


bus, as Private Daycare’s bus driver was unable to lift Minor onto the bus.


Parent requested that the paraprofessional at P.E.S. assist Minor in getting on Private


Daycare’s bus at P.E.S. after school.  The School Board denied this request for liability reasons.9


Parent then requested that her  son who also attends P.E.S. be permitted to assist


Minor in getting on Private Daycare’s bus at P.E.S. after school.  The School Board denied this


request, also for liability reasons.10  Parent then sought a hardship waiver from the neighboring


parish school district where Private Daycare is located, in an attempt to transfer Minor to a


school near Private Daycare to resolve the transportation issue.  Her request was denied by the


6 Official Hearing Transcript p. 109, lines 1-5.
7 Official Hearing Transcript p. 152, lines 10-19.
8 Official Hearing Transcript p. 149, lines 1-9.
9 Official Hearing Transcript p. 35, lines 1-11.
10 Official Hearing Transcript p. 35, lines 1-11.
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neighboring parish school district.


On March 31, 2017, Parent, Father, and Ms. Brossette met with School Board


representatives S.M. and R.D. to explore options for transporting Minor from P.E.S. to a private


after care.  School Board offered Parent its only option: a School Board mini bus would come to


P.E.S. at 2:00 p.m., sixty minutes before the normal end of P.E.S.’s school day at 3:00 p.m., and


the  bus  aide  would  assist  Minor  in  getting  on  the  mini  bus.   The  driver  would  then  transport


Minor to S.G.E.S., twelve miles away.11  S.G.E.S. is in the northern part of the School Board’s


parish and is also approximately twelve miles from Parent’s residence.  S.G.E.S. does not have


the facilities to offer after school care to Minor.  A different private daycare located on Highway


28 in Pineville would then have its staff pick up Minor in that private daycare’s own bus from


S.G.E.S. and transport Minor to its daycare at approximately 3:00 p.m.  This option would


negatively  impact  Minor  as  it  would  require  a  change  to  Minor’s  daily  routine.12  S.M., the


School Board’s special education supervisor, admitted she did not know how the change and


disruption to Minor’s routine would affect 13  The School Board’s option would also remove


Minor from services obtained within the school and  would miss 60 minutes of educational


services per day, or 300 minutes a week during the regular school year.  Parent did not accept


this option.  Parent and School Board did not reach any resolution at this meeting.


According to Minor’s April 12, 2017, IEP, Minor has transportation as a related service


provided by the School Board.14  This  transportation  is  only  to  P.E.S.  from  residence  in  a


“mini bus;” return transportation services after school are not listed and were not offered by


11 Official Hearing Transcript p. 38, line 15, through p. 39, line 3.
12 Official Hearing Transcript p. 34, lines 7-13; p. 40, lines 1-4.
13  Official Hearing Transcript p. 133, lines 6-9.
14  SB-5, page 14 of 27; P-3, page 14 of 27.
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School Board, because Private Daycare had agreed to provide transportation after school.15


Private  Daycare  has  a  temporary  solution  in  place  to  have  a  staff  member  on  the  bus  to  assist


Minor in getting on and off the bus after school.  Private Daycare cannot continue this


arrangement because of staff limitations.16  Private Daycare is the only daycare to offer pick up


transportation services at P.E.S.17


In the April 12, 2017, IEP, the School Board contracted to provide 385 minutes of


instruction to Minor daily, five days a week, for a total of 1925 minutes of weekly instruction.


The School Board contracted to provide Minor with 1085 minutes of instruction in a special


class setting per week.  Daily, Minor is to be provided in a special class setting 180 minutes of


special education instruction, 30 minutes of physical therapy instruction, 30 minutes of adapted


physical education, and 25 minutes of speech/language therapy services.  Occupational therapy is


to be provided to Minor 30 minutes a day, 150 minutes a week.18


In the May 4, 2017, IEP for ESY services beginning June 5 through July 28, 2017,


transportation is to be provided within the parish school district on the mini bus to school in the


mornings.19  It  also  notes  that  Parent  requested  transportation  from  school  to  Private  Daycare


outside the parish school district, but she is waiting on the decision in the instant hearing.20


School Board has in the past transported at least three special needs students out of the


parish district so the students could obtain services as required for their education.  School Board


did not have the facilities to locally provide such services.21  R. D., the principal of P.E.S., also


allowed a former bus driver to briefly enter the neighboring parish in the School Board bus from


15 Official Hearing Transcript, p. 92, line 20-24.
16  Official Hearing Transcript, p. 94, lines 6-12.
17 Official Hearing Transcript p. 149, line 24 through p. 150, line 6.
18 P-3, page 15; SB-5, page 15.
19 P-10, page 14 of 39.
20 P-10, page 32 of 39.
21 Official Hearing Transcript, p. 23, line 11, through p. 26, line 10.
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a bus route in order for that bus driver to more conveniently go to her home.  This route brought


that bus driver past Private Daycare.22


CONCLUSIONS OF LAW


School Board’s refusal to include after school transportation for Minor to the Private


Daycare located outside of School Board’s jurisdictional boundaries is a denial of FAPE.


LAC 28:CXIII Bulletin 119 provides guidance on transportation of students with


disabilities.  LAC 28:CXIII.2103.C states that LEAs must provide school bus services for


students  with  disabilities  as  indicated  in  the  student’s  IEP.   It  also  states  that  the  IEP  “may”


specify “curb-to-curb” or “door-to-door” services.  Alternative modes of transportation must be


approved by the special education supervisor and LEA transportation authority, and alternative


arrangements must be stated in the IEP.  LAC 28:CXIII.2103.D mandates that the home LEA has


the responsibility to provide transportation when attendance at a school outside the student’s


geographic zone is mutually agreeable and determined to be part of FAPE.


La. R.S. 17:1942 requires that the definitions in the IDEA be adopted unless otherwise


provided in the statutes or regulations.  LAC 28:CXIII.Chapter 21 provides the requirements for


transporting students with disabilities.  LAC 28:CXIII.2103.C.4 states that students with


disabilities may not have transportation schedules which differ from non-disabled students.  This


regulation also requires that students with disabilities must be transported on a schedule which


allows them to receive a full instructional day as documented in the IEP.  The School Board’s


solution of having Minor leave school an hour earlier violates both of these regulatory


provisions.


In the instant case, Minor’s IEP contract with School Board provides that Minor receive


385 minutes of education a day, or 1925 minutes a week.  The School Board contracted with


22 Official Hearing Transcript p. 145, line 18 through p. 146, line 20.
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Minor to provide 1085 minutes of special education minutes a week.  The School Board’s option


to reduce Minor’s education by an hour a day, five hours a week, to bus  to the northern part


of the parish to a different daycare from the one closest to Minor’s school, amounts to a denial of


Minor’s FAPE.  It would reduce  instructional minutes by 300 minutes.


The transportation of a special needs child out of the district to obtain services is not


without precedent.  The Fifth Circuit in Alamo Heights Independent School District v. State


Board of Education found that such an arrangement was required to provide the child with


FAPE.23  The court noted that 20 U.S.C. § 1401(a)(17) of IDEA specifically provides: “The


term ‘related services' means transportation, and such . . . other supportive services . . . as may be


required to assist a handicapped child to benefit from special education.” The Act does not


further define “transportation.”24   The court concluded under the facts of the case that “related


services”  under  IDEA  includes  transportation  to  a  site  a  short  distance  beyond  the  district


boundaries unless the transportation request is shown to be unreasonable.25


 The  United  States  Supreme Court  in Board of Education of Hendrick Hudson Central


School District, Westchester County v. Rowley declined to establish an overarching standard to


evaluate the education provided under IDEA.  Instead, it set forth a two prong inquiry to decide


if a child has been denied FAPE.26  “First, has the State complied with the procedures set forth in


the Act?  Second, is the individualized educational program developed through the Act’s


procedures reasonably calculated to enable the child to receive educational benefits?”27  The


Supreme Court expanded upon the Rowley inquiry in Endrew F. ex rel. Joseph F. v. Douglas


County School District RE-1, finding that IDEA requires an educational program reasonably


23 790 F. 2d 1153 (5th Cir. 1986).
24 Id. at 1159.
25 Id. at 1160.
26 458 U.S. 176 (1982).
27 Id. at 206-07.
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calculated to enable a child to make progress appropriate in light of the child’s circumstances.28


Parent has met her burden in showing that School Board failed to meet FAPE when it did


not offer or include after school transportation to Private Daycare in the April 12, 2017, IEP, in


light of the Minor’s circumstances.  A related support service, such as after school transportation


to the only local facility willing to provide Minor with after school care, is reasonably calculated


to  enable  Minor  to  make  progress  appropriate  in  light  of  Minor’s  circumstances.   The  School


Board has not presented any evidence that Parent’s request to transport Minor to the only private


daycare  facility  that  will  accept  Minor  is  unreasonable.   Indeed,  Parent  made  two  different


suggestions  for  the  School  Board  to  assist  her  in  getting  Minor  on  the  private  bus  after  school


instead  of  the  School  Board  transporting  Minor.   She  asked  for  permission  for  the


paraprofessional assigned to Minor at P.E.S. to assist Minor onto the private bus at P.E.S.  The


School Board denied her request for liability reasons.  She also asked that her  son


who  attends  P.E.S.  be  allowed  to  assist  Minor  onto  the  private  bus.   The  School  Board  again


denied the request for liability reasons.  When Parent asked for the School Board to transport


Minor to Private Daycare’s facility approximately 709 feet over the parish line, the School Board


rejected that request on the grounds that it was against the School Board’s policy to transport


across parish lines. Although School Board claims it is against their policy, they have transported


across parish lines in the past when the circumstances required it to provide a student FAPE.


Parent even sought a hardship waiver to enroll Minor into the neighboring parish’s school


district, without success.  The School Board, in only offering a solution that would reduce the


amount of minutes guaranteed in Minor’s IEP by an hour a day, denied Minor FAPE.


28 580 U.S.-, 137 S. Ct. 988, 1001 (2017).
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ORDER


IT IS ORDERED that the April 12, 2017, IEP, denying Minor FAPE be amended to


include  after  school  transportation  for  Minor  from P.E.S.  to  Private  Daycare  during  both  ESY


and regular school year services.


IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that School Board provide Minor with after school


transportation, in a mini bus, staffed with employees who are able to safely carry Minor into and


out of the bus, to Private Daycare, an out of district private day care facility, as a related service


of School Board’s requirements to provide Minor a free, appropriate, and public education.


Rendered and signed on June 2, 2017, in Baton Rouge, Louisiana.


________________________________
William H. Cooper III
Administrative Law Judge


REVIEW RIGHTS
This decision exhausts your administrative remedies. Any party aggrieved by the decision


has the right to file a civil action within 90 days from the date of the decision in a court of
competent jurisdiction or in a district court of the United States. To determine your rights, you
should act promptly and seek legal advice.


[Certificate of Service on following page]
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STATE OF LOUISIANA
DIVISION OF ADMINISTRATIVE LAW


SCHOOL BOARD *
* DOCKET NO. 2017-0742-DOE-IDEA
*


IN THE MATTER OF *
*


PARENT ON BEHALF OF MINOR * AGENCY LOG NO.  67-H-08
******************************************************************************


DECISION AND ORDER1


Parent on behalf of Minor filed a due process complaint alleging that School Board


violated the Individuals with Disabilities Education Act by denying Minor a free appropriate


public education, failing to conduct manifestation determination reviews prior to Minor’s


suspension, and failing to comply with the results of the manifestation determination reviews.


The complaint is DISMISSED because Minor received a free appropriate public education,


School Board did not violate procedural rules regarding conducting manifestation determination


reviews, and School Board complied with the results of the manifestation determination reviews.


APPEARANCES


A hearing was conducted March 9, 2017, in New Orleans, before Administrative Law


Judge Adaora Chukudebelu.  Parent; Jaimme Collins and Taylor Brett, attorneys for School


Board; and the School Board’s Manager of Student Support Services appeared at the hearing.


            The following testified at the hearing: Parent; Minor; Co-Principal; General Education


Math teacher; Special Education Math teacher; Special Education Coordinator; School


Counselor;  School  Board’s  Manager  of  Clinical  Services  and  school  psychologist;  and  School


Board’s Manager of Student Support Services.


1 Due to confidentiality requirements, all specific identifying information has been redacted from this decision.  See
attached Appendix of Terms for identifying information.
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STATEMENT OF THE CASE


Parent on behalf of Minor filed a due process complaint on February 1, 2017, alleging


that School Board violated the Individuals with Disabilities Education Act (IDEA) and state laws


by: (1) changing the placement of Minor when the behavior Minor exhibited was a manifestation


of  disability;2 (2) failing to conduct manifestation determination reviews prior to Minor’s


suspension and failing to comply with the results of the manifestation determination reviews;


and (3) failing to provide Minor with a free appropriate public education (FAPE) due to


suspensions and failure to comply with restraint and seclusion policy.  As relief, Parent seeks an


order  that  School  Board  return  Minor  to  the  general  education  classroom  with  a  one-to-one


paraprofessional, and a compensatory education for Minor.


The School Board contends that (1) Parent did not meet her burden of proving a denial of


FAPE; (2) it properly conducted the manifestation determination reviews and complied with the


results of those reviews; (3) it complied with the restraint and seclusion policy; and (4) Parent is


not entitled to any relief.


The parties stipulated to nine facts.  The parties also stipulated to introduction of exhibits.


Parent’s Exhibits 1,3 2,  3,  and  5  were  admitted.   The  School  Board’s  exhibits  KIPP Exhibit  1


through KIPP Exhibit 46 were admitted.


At the conclusion of the hearing, the parties requested the opportunity to file post-hearing


briefs. The record was left open until 5 p.m. on March 16, 2017, to allow the parties to file post-


hearing briefs.  Briefs were timely filed by both parties, and the matter was submitted for


decision.


2 This allegation was the crux of the expedited due process hearing, in which this Tribunal issued a separate written
decision on March 22, 2017.
3 The tribunal did not admit pages 1 and 2 of 8 contained in Exhibit 1 (Completed form with heading Childhood
Disability Determination Analysis of Functional Age due to authentication objection by School Board.)
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This adjudication is conducted in accordance with the Individuals with Disabilities


Education Act, 20 U.S.C. §§ 1400 et seq.; 34 C.F.R. § 300 et seq.; La. R.S. 17:1941 et seq.;


Louisiana Bulletin 1508, Pupil Appraisal Handbook, LAC 28:CI; Louisiana Bulletin 1706,


Regulations for Implementation of the Children with Exceptionalities Act, LAC 28:XLIII;


Louisiana Bulletin 1530, IEP Handbook for Students with Exceptionalities, LAC 28:XCVII; and


the Division of Administrative Law Act, La. R.S. 49:991, et seq.


STIPULATED FACTS


The parties stipulated to the following facts: 4


1.  Minor is a -year-old .


2.  Minor is presently in the  grade at School.


3.  Minor has attended School since the 2014-15 school year, when Minor was in


the grade.


4.  Before enrolling at School in the 2013-14 academic year, Minor attended School A.


5.  On April 12, 2013, while attending School A, Minor received an initial evaluation


for special education services under IDEA, and qualified for these services due to


the exceptionality of Other Health Impairment (OHI), with a medical diagnosis of


Attention Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder (ADHD).


6.  On March 31, 2016, while attending School, Minor was referred for an evaluation


for  triennial review.  The March 31, 2016, evaluation maintained Minor’s


previous exceptionality of OHI due to ADHD.


7.  On November 8, 2016, Minor was referred for a re-evaluation.  This re-evaluation


  added the exceptionality of Emotional Disturbance (ED) as Minor’s primary


4 See Joint Stipulation.
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  exceptionality and also maintained  previous exceptionality of OHI due to ADHD.


8.  Prior to the January 17, 2017, Individual Education Program (IEP), Parent was notified of


      the meeting.


9.  All mandatory members of the IEP team participated in the January 17, 2017 IEP,


which included Parent; special education teachers (two); School representatives (three);


school psychologist and evaluator; social workers (two); and School’s special education


coordinator.


FINDINGS OF FACT


Minor’s March 31, 2016 IEP (March IEP)


An IEP meeting was held March 31, 2016, which Parent attended.5  Minor, then in fifth


grade, had a Behavior Intervention Plan (BIP) with two target behaviors: work refusal and


emotional outburst/tantrums.6  The March IEP provided the following interventions: morning


check-in, daily tracker with visual schedule, non-contingent breaks, calm down area/safe space,


therapy, preferential seating, and specific and agreed-upon consequences for behavior.7


The March IEP states Minor requires support  in the general  education class to maintain


focus and appropriate classroom behavior.8  benefits from supports with social skills to


address impulse control, anger management, frustration tolerance, and  ability to complete


work and follow directions.9  The IEP team decided on the following strategies to assist Minor in


being successful: positive encouragement, behavioral intervention plan with an individualized


daily tracker and breaks, opportunity to earn incentives like computer breaks, preferential


seating, repeating directions, social skills services and frequent communication between home


5 KIPP Exhibit 5, p. 48.
6 KIPP Exhibit 5, pp. 48 and 49.
7 KIPP Exhibit 5, p.  49.
8 KIPP Exhibit 5, p. 48.
9 KIPP Exhibit 5, p. 48.
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and school.10   behavioral short-term goals are: (1)  will react to consequences


appropriately at least 70% of the time by May 2016, at least 75% of the time by September 2016,


at least 80% of the time by December 2016, and at least 85% of the time by March 2017; (2)


when given direction across all settings, Minor will follow directions within 30 seconds 85% of


the time by the end of the IEP year; and (3) Minor will use skills taught and rehearsed in therapy


to cool down within five minutes when frustrated with redirections, staff, or consequences.11


Minor attended all  classes in the regular education classroom.12


Minor’s November 8, 2016 IEP (November IEP)


An IEP meeting was held November 8, 2016.13  Parent attended and the IEP team


discussed Minor’s placement in the Behavior Support Program (BSP).14  The IEP was developed


with the following participants: Parent, Special Education Teacher, Officially Designated


Representative (ODR), Principal, School Counselor, Special Education Teacher, Principal, and


General Education Teacher.15


The November IEP states Minor is a grade student, who is a very creative and helpful


student, and eager to learn.16  Minor’s academic, developmental, and functional needs include


needing support in the general education class to maintain focus and appropriate classroom


behavior.17   benefits  from  supports  with  social  skills  to  address  impulse  control,  anger


management, frustration tolerance, and  ability to complete work and follow directions.18  


10 KIPP Exhibit 5, p. 50.
11 KIPP Exhibit 5, p. 50.
12 KIPP Exhibit 5, p. 59.
13 KIPP Exhibit 7.
14 KIPP Exhibit 7, p. 100
15 KIPP Exhibit 7, p. 101
16 KIPP Exhibit 7, p. 101.
17 KIPP Exhibit 7, p. 101.
18 KIPP Exhibit 7, p. 101.
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engages in work refusal behaviors and tantrum behaviors.19  The  IEP  team  decided  on  the


following strategies to assist Minor in being successful: positive encouragement, behavioral


intervention plan with an individualized daily tracker and breaks, opportunity to earn incentives


like computer breaks, preferential seating, repeating directions, social skills services, and


frequent communications between home and School.20   behavioral short-term goals were: (1)


will react to consequences appropriately at least 70% of the time by May 2016, at least 75%


of the time by December 2016, at least 80% of the time by March 2016, and at least 85% of the


time by March 2017; (2) when given direction across all settings, Minor will follow directions


within 30 seconds at  least  85% of the time by the end of the IEP year;  and (3) Minor will  use


skills taught and rehearsed in therapy to cool down within five minutes when frustrated with


redirections, staff, or consequences.21


The IEP team agreed that Minor would be placed in the Behavior Support Program (BSP)


for Science class only to assess whether this placement was appropriate.22  The  Science  only


placement was a compromise because Parent, contrary to the other IEP team members, refused


the  recommendation  that  Minor  attend  all  classes  in  the  BSP.23  Parent  agreed  to  Minor’s


placement  in  the  BSP  for  Science.   Minor  had  other  subjects  (ELA,  Math,  Social  Studies,


Foreign Language, and PE) in the regular classroom.24


Minor’s January 19, 2017 IEP (January IEP)


An IEP meeting was held January 19, 2017.25  The IEP was developed with the following


participants: Parent, Special Education Teacher, ODR, Principal, Certified School Psychologist,


19 KIPP Exhibit 7, p. 103.
20 KIPP Exhibit 7, p. 103.
21 KIPP Exhibit 7, p. 103.
22 KIPP Exhibit 7, pp. 100 and 106. Testimony of School Board Representative. Testimony of Special Education
Coordinator.
23 Testimony of Special Education Coordinator.
24 KIPP Exhibit 7, pp. 106, 107.
25 KIPP Exhibit 40, p. 449.
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other, School Counselor, Special Education Teacher, Principal, General Education Teacher, and


School Board Representative.26


The January IEP states Minor has struggled at school due to  behavior and that many


interventions have been provided and updated as  needs change.27  Parent wants Minor to be


more successful during the day.28  Parent had concerns about teachers communicating with her


throughout the day.29  Minor’s academic, developmental, and functional needs include needing


support in the general education class to maintain focus and appropriate classroom behavior.30


benefits from supports with social skills to address impulse control, anger control, frustration


tolerance, and  ability to complete work and follow directions.31  Minor engages in work


refusal behaviors and tantrum behaviors.32


The IEP team decided on the following strategies to assist Minor in being successful:


positive encouragement, behavioral intervention plan with an individualized daily tracker and


breaks, opportunity to earn incentives like computer breaks, preferential seating, repeating


directions, social skills services, and frequent communications between home and School.33  


behavioral short-term goals were: (1)  will react to consequences appropriately at least 70% of


the time by May 2016, at least 75% of the time by December 2016, and at least 85% of the time


by March 2017; (2) when given direction across all settings, Minor will follow directions within


30 seconds at least 85% of the time by the end of the IEP year; and (3) Minor will use skills


taught and rehearsed in therapy to cool down within five minutes when frustrated with


26 KIPP Exhibit 40, p. 449.
27 KIPP Exhibit 40, p. 449.
28 KIPP Exhibit 40, p. 449.
29 KIPP Exhibit 40, p. 449.
30 KIPP Exhibit 40, p. 449.
31 KIPP Exhibit 40, p. 449.
32 KIPP Exhibit 40, pp. 450, 451, 458.
33 KIPP Exhibit 40, p. 451.
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redirections, staff, or consequences.34


The IEP team decided that Minor would be placed in the BSP for Math class.35  Parent


agreed to Minor’s placement in the BSP for Math.  Parent also agreed to Minor’s continued


placement  in  the  BSP for  Science.   Minor  has   other  classes  (ELA,  Social  Studies,  Foreign


Language, and PE) in the regular education classroom.36


Student’s Report Card37


First quarter of 6th grade: Math – C, Science – C, PE – A, Social Studies – D, and ELA –


D.38  Second quarter of 6th grade: Math – F, Science – B,39 PE – B, Social Studies – D, and ELA


– C.


Behavior Support Program (BSP)40


Students identified as eligible for special education, and primarily those with the


exceptionality of Emotional Disturbance, are eligible to participate in the BSP.41  The  BSP


provides intensive behavioral and academic support to students with documented evidence of


emotional, behavioral, and/or academic concerns that present a significant barrier to a student’s


success in the classroom or integration within the school community.42  The class size is small,


no more than eight students, and the students receive instruction in core subject areas to facilitate


access to the general curriculum.43  Each class has one full-time teacher and at least one full-time


34 KIPP Exhibit 40, p.451.
35 KIPP Exhibit 40, p. 456. Testimony of School Board Representative. Testimony of Special Education
Coordinator.
36 KIPP Exhibit 40, p. 456.
37 KIPP Exhibit 42, p. 467 and Parent Exhibit 1, p. 3 of 8.
38 Instruction in the regular classroom.
39 Instruction in the BSP classroom.
40 KIPP Exhibit 44, pp. 469-483.
41 KIPP Exhibit 44, p. 472.
42 KIPP Exhibit 44, pp. 471-472.
43 KIPP Exhibit 44, p. 471.
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teaching assistant.44  The program’s goals include providing a structured safe haven for students


with severe and ongoing behavior challenges that interfere with academic achievement,


classroom performance, and positive school/community integration, and equipping these


students with the necessary skills to successfully transition back into the general education


setting.45  Behaviors necessitating transfer into the BSP include those where the student (a)


experiences ongoing documented discipline incidents, often resulting in removal from class and


suspensions; (b) lacks impulse control and cannot self-regulate, identify triggers to unpredictable


behavior outbursts or meltdowns, and/or respond to and cooperate with redirection and de-


escalation strategies; (c) has a documented history of emotional and behavioral problems  in


previous schools; and (d) fails repeatedly to respond to significant adult intervention and


authority.46  The IEP and BIP document the supports that the student requires in the BSP.47


Minor’s Behaviors


A Functional Behavioral Assessment (FBA) was completed in December 2014.48  The


FBA targeted specific behaviors including work refusal and tantrum behavior.  Between the


March IEP meeting and the January IEP meeting, Minor exhibited these work refusal behaviors:


grunting, yelling, throwing work, and not following teacher direction to complete work.49


Between the March IEP meeting and the January IEP meeting Minor exhibited these tantrum


behaviors: crying, yelling, going limp, kicking, throwing things, destroying property, running


away, being unresponsive to directions from adults, and being physically aggressive to adults.50


44 KIPP Exhibit 44, p. 472.
45 KIPP Exhibit 44, p. 471.
46 KIPP Exhibit 44, p. 471.
47 KIPP Exhibit 44, p. 472.
48 KIPP Exhibit 7, p. 102 and testimony of School Board Representative.
49 KIPP Exhibit 3; KIPP Exhibit 20, pp. 351-366; KIPP Exhibit 10, p. 132; KIPP Exhibit 11, pp. 166-204; KIPP
Exhibit 24; KIPP Exhibit 28; KIPP Exhibit 29; KIPP Exhibit 31; and KIPP Exhibit 32.
50 KIPP Exhibit 3; KIPP Exhibit 20, pp. 351-366; KIPP Exhibit 10, p. 132; KIPP Exhibit 11, pp. 166-204; KIPP
Exhibit 24; KIPP Exhibit 28; KIPP Exhibit 29; KIPP Exhibit 31; and KIPP Exhibit 32.
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Manifestation Determination Review (MDR)


Minor has had a series of suspensions totaling over 10 school days.51  Minor’s behaviors


necessitating suspensions are substantially similar.52   behaviors warranting disciplinary


action include willful disobedience, treating a person in authority with disrespect, making


unfounded charge against a person in authority, leaving school premises or classroom without


permission, assault and battery, throwing items liable to injure someone, and instigating or


participating in fights while under school supervision.53  Minor did not possess drugs or


weapons, or inflict serious bodily injury upon another person while at school, on school


premises, or at a school function under the jurisdiction of the state agency or an LEA.


School Board with Parent present conducted MDRs, and all attendees agreed that


Minor’s behavior is the manifestation of  disability.54  Parent was notified of these incidents


by telephone or in-person.55  This chart shows when the behaviors occurred, the duration of the


out-of- school suspension, and when the MDRs were conducted.


Incident Days Suspended MDR Conducted


1-26-1756  willful disobedience,
throwing tantrum, hitting School
staff, instigating or participating in
fights while under school
supervision.


2 2-9-17


51 KIPP Exhibit 8; KIPP Exhibit 9; KIPP Exhibit 19; KIPP Exhibit 23; KIPP Exhibit 25; KIPP Exhibit 30; and KIPP
Exhibit 39.  Parent Exhibit 3 pp 13-14 and KIPP Exhibit 25 were not given any weight. Parent Exhibit 3, pp. 13-14
documents in the MDR form that the meeting was held October 20, 2016; however, the form was signed by all on
12-20-16.  School Board in KIPP Exhibit 25, did not provide any incident report preceding the MDR conducted on
December 18, 2016.
52 KIPP Exhibit 8; KIPP Exhibit 9; KIPP Exhibit 19; KIPP Exhibit 23; KIPP Exhibit 25; KIPP Exhibit 30; and KIPP
Exhibit 39.
53 See e.g., KIPP Exhibit 12, p. 205, School Board’s behavior incident form containing a list of behaviors that attract
disciplinary action.
54 KIPP Exhibit 8; KIPP Exhibit 9; KIPP Exhibit 19; KIPP Exhibit 23; KIPP Exhibit 25; KIPP Exhibit 30; and KIPP
Exhibit 39. Testimony of Parent. Testimony of Special Education Coordinator.
55 Parent Exhibit 3.
56 Parent Exhibit 3, p. 3. KIPP Exhibits 34 and 39.
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2-6-1757 treats an authority with
disrespect and uses profane and/or
obscene language.


3 2-9-17


1-10-1758 willful disobedience, and
treats an authority with disrespect


3 1-19-17


12-7-1659 willful disobedience,
making unfounded charge against
authority, instigating or
participating in fights while under
school supervision, and treats an
authority with disrespect.


12-9-201660 Assault and battery,
throws missiles liable to injure
others, leaves school premises or
classroom without permission, is
guilty of stealing and willful
disobedience.


1


3


12-14-16


12-14-16


11-29-1661 willful disobedience,
treats an authority with disrespect,
makes unfounded charge against
authority, leaves school/classroom
without permission, and instigating
or participating in fights while
under school supervision.


3 12-7-16


10-31-1662 willful disobedience,
and treats an authority with
disrespect, throws missiles liable to
injure someone, and leaves
school/classroom without
permission.


1 11-2-16


57 Parent Exhibit 3, pp. 3-4. KIPP Exhibits 37 and 39.
58 Parent Exhibit 3, pp. 5-6. KIPP Exhibit 30.
59 Parent Exhibit 3, pp. 9-10. KIPP Exhibit 12, pp. 285-286 and KIPP Exhibit 23, pp. 371-372.
60 Parent Exhibit 3, pp. 9-10. KIPP Exhibit 20 and KIPP Exhibit 23, pp. 371-372.
61 Parent Exhibit 3 pp. 7-8. KIPP Exhibit 9, KIPP Exhibit 12, pp. 269-270, and KIPP Exhibit 19.
62 Parent Exhibit 3 pp. 11-12. KIPP Exhibits 8 and 12, pp. 253-258.
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Minor’s Behavioral Intervention Plan (BIP) has been modified numerous times.63


Additionally, the November and January IEPs modified Minor’s BIP.64  Minor’s behavior


interventions include the following: check-in and check-out with teacher, behavior tracker with


visual  schedule,  non-contingent  breaks,  calm  down  are  or  safe  space,  therapy,  preferential


seating, differentiated redirections, planned ignoring, specific and agreed upon consequences for


tantrums, peer work, giving space, communication between Parent and School, removal from


class, specific and agreed upon consequences for physical aggression toward an adult, and


placement in the BSP for Math and Science classes.65


Educational Services During Suspension


School Board admitted that Minor was not provided educational services during 


suspension and is owed compensatory education.  School Board was prepared to provide Minor


with compensatory education when Minor was suspended.  Parent admitted that on advice of her


former counsel, she refused to give School Board consent to provide compensatory education to


Minor during  suspension.66  Parent has now consented to School Board providing


compensatory education to Minor.  Parent and School Board have agreed to meet and discuss the


provision of compensatory education to Minor.


Daily Behavior Trackers67


Minor’s daily tracker contains eight columns and four rows.  The columns denote what


 is working on and  classes: Krewe, Math, Enrichment, Science, History, ELA and A-block.


The rows denote whether  controlled  body, followed instructions the first time, completed


63 KIPP Exhibit 8; KIPP Exhibit 9; KIPP Exhibit 19; KIPP Exhibit 23; KIPP Exhibit 25; KIPP Exhibit 30; and KIPP
Exhibit 39. See KIPP Exhibit 10 and KIPP Exhibit 41.
64 Testimony of Special Education Coordinator. See KIPP Exhibit 7, p. 107; KIPP Exhibit 40, p. 456; and KIPP
Exhibit 41.
65 KIPP Exhibit 10; KIPP Exhibit 7; KIPP Exhibit 40.
66 Testimony of Parent.
67 Parent Exhibit 2.
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 work, and was BT68 in the class.  The tracker provides three possible scores for each column:


2  (almost  all  the  time),  1  (some of  the  time),  or  0  (almost  none  of  the  time).  The  tracker  also


provides a Y or N to the statement in row 4: “I was BT in the class.”  At the bottom of the daily


tracker is a place to enter Minor’s numerical score and  percentage, and a Y or N response to


whether Minor met goals each day.69


August 30, 201670


In controlling  body, Minor scored 2 in Krewe, Math, Enrichment, History, and A-


block;  scored 1 in Science and ELA.  In following instructions the first time, Minor scored 2


in all  classes.  In completing all  work, Minor scored 2 in all  classes, except in ELA


where  scored 1.  N was circled for all  classes in response to “I was BT in the class.”


September 1, 201671


In controlling  body, Minor scored 2 in all  classes, except in Math, where no score


was circled.  In following instructions the first time, Minor scored 2 in all  classes, except in


Math, where no score was circled.  In completing all  work, Minor scored 2 in all  classes,


except  in  Math,  where  no  score  was  circled.   In  response  to  “I  was  BT  in  the  class,”  N  was


circled for all  classes, except in Math, where nothing was circled.


September 13, 201672


In  controlling  body,  Minor  scored  2  in  Krewe,  Math,  and  History.   scored  1  in


Enrichment and Science.  No score was circled in ELA and A-block.  In following instructions


the first time, Minor scored 2 in Krewe, Enrichment, Science, and History, and 1 in Math.  No


68 Neither party provided an explanation of what this abbreviation represents.
69 The daily tracker also provided an opportunity for each teacher to indicate whether Minor met  star goals:  1-
star goal 75% 12/14; 2nd Star goal 80% 13/14.
70 Parent Exhibit 2, p. 1.
71 Parent Exhibit 2, p. 2.
72 Parent Exhibit 2, p. 3.
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score was circled in ELA and A-block.  In completing all  work, Minor scored 2 in all 


classes, except in ELA and A-block, where no score was circled.  In response to “I was BT in the


class,” N was circled for all  classes, except ELA, A-block, and Math, where nothing was


circled.


September 14, 201673


In controlling  body, Minor scored 2 in Krewe and Math, and 1 in Science.  No score


was circled in Enrichment, History, ELA, or A-block.  In following instructions the first time,


Minor  scored  2  in  Krewe,  Math,  Enrichment,  and  Science.   No  score  was  circled  in  History,


ELA, or A-block.  In completing all  work, Minor scored 2 in Krewe, Math, and Science.  No


score  was  circled  in  Enrichment,  History,  ELA and A-block.   In  response  to  “I  was  BT in  the


class,” N was circled for Krewe, Math, and Science; nothing was circled in Enrichment, History,


ELA or A-block.


September 15, 201674


In controlling  body, Minor scored 2 in Krewe, Math, and History;  scored 1 in


Science.  No score was circled in Enrichment, ELA, or A-block.  In following instructions the


first  time,  Minor  scored  2  in  Krewe,  Math,  Science,  and  History.   No  score  was  circled  in


Enrichment,  ELA,  or  A-block.   In  completing  all  work,  Minor  scored  2  in  Krewe  and


History;  scored  1  in  Math  and  Science.   No  score  was  circled  in  Enrichment,  ELA,  or  A-


block.  In  response  to  “I  was  BT  in  the  class,”  N  was  circled  for  Krewe,  Math,  History,  and


Science; nothing was circled in Enrichment, ELA, or A-block.


September 16, 201675


In controlling  body, Minor scored 2 in Krewe, Math, Enrichment, and ELA;  scored


73 Parent Exhibit 2, p. 4.
74 Parent Exhibit 2, p. 5.
75 Parent Exhibit 2, p. 6.
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1 in Science and History.  No score was circled in A-block.  In following instructions the first


time, Minor scored 2 in all  classes, except in A-block, where no score was circled.  In


completing all  work, Minor scored 2 in all  classes, except in A-block, where no score was


circled.  In response to “I was BT in the class,” N was circled in all  classes except in A-block


where nothing was circled.


September 19, 201676


In  controlling  body,  Minor  scored  2  in  Krewe  and  Math.   No  score  was  circled  in


Enrichment, ELA, Science, History, and A-block.  In following instructions the first time, Minor


scored 2 in Krewe and Math.  No score was circled in Enrichment, ELA, Science, History, or A-


block.  In completing all  work, Minor scored 2 in Krewe and Math.  No score was circled in


Enrichment, ELA, Science, History, or A-block.  In response to “I was BT in the class,” N was


circled  in  Krewe  and  Math;  nothing  was  circled  in  Enrichment,  ELA,  Science,  History,  or  A-


block.


September 26, 201677


In controlling  body, Minor scored 2 in Krewe, Enrichment, ELA, and Math;  scored


1 in Science.  No score was circled in History and A-block.  In following instructions the first


time, Minor scored 2 in Krewe, Enrichment, ELA, and Math;  scored 1 in Science.  No score


was circled in History, and A-block.  In completing all  work, Minor scored 2 in Krewe,


Enrichment,  ELA,  and  Math;   scored  0  in  Science.   No  score  was  circled  in  History  or  A-


block.   In response to “I was BT in the class,” N was circled in Krewe, Science, ELA, and Math;


nothing was circled in Enrichment, History, or A-block.


76 Parent Exhibit 2, p. 7.
77 Parent Exhibit 2, p. 8.
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September 27, 201678


In controlling  body, Minor scored 2 in Krewe, Enrichment, ELA, History, and Math;


 scored 1 in Science.  In following instructions the first time, Minor scored 2 in History,


Enrichment, and ELA;  scored 1 in Krewe, Science, and Math.    In completing all  work,


Minor scored 2 in Krewe, Enrichment, and Science;  scored 1 in History, ELA, and Math.  In


response to “I was BT in the class,” N was circled in all  classes.


September 29, 201679


In controlling  body, Minor scored 2 in Krewe and Enrichment;  scored 1 in ELA


and Math.   scored 0 in Science.  No score was circled in History.  In following instructions


the first time, Minor scored 2 in Krewe and Enrichment;  scored 1 in Math, and 0 in Science


and ELA. No score was circled in History. In completing all  work, Minor scored 2 in ELA


and Enrichment,  1  in  Math  and  Science,  and  0  in  Krewe.  No score  was  circled  in  History.   In


response  to  “I  was  BT  in  the  class,”  N  was  circled  in  all   classes  except  in  History,  where


nothing was circled.


October 3, 201680


In controlling  body, Minor scored 2 in Science, History, and Enrichment;  scored 1


in ELA, and no score was circled in Krewe, Math, or A-block.  In following instructions the first


time, Minor scored 2 in Science,  ELA, and Enrichment;   scored 0 in History.   No score was


circled  in  Krewe,  Math,  or  A-block.  In  completing  all  work,  Minor  scored  2  in  ELA,


Enrichment,  and  Science.   No  score  was  circled  in  Krewe,  Math,  History,  or  A-block.   In


response  to  “I  was  BT in  the  class,”  N was  circled  in  Science,  ELA,  and  Enrichment;  nothing


was circled in Krewe, Math, History, or A-block.


78 Parent Exhibit 2, p. 9.
79 Parent Exhibit 2, p. 10.
80 Parent Exhibit 2, p. 12.
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October 5, 201681


In controlling  body, Minor scored 2 in Krewe, History, and Enrichment;  scored 0


in ELA, and no score was circled in Science.  Math and A-block were crossed off.  In following


instructions the first time, Minor scored 2 in Enrichment, 1 in History and ELA, and both 0 and 1


were circled in Krewe.  No score was circled in Science; Math and A-block were crossed off.  In


completing all  work, Minor scored 2 in Krewe and Enrichment.   scored 1 in History and


ELA.  Math and A-block were crossed off.  In response to “I was BT in the class,” N was circled


in Krewe, History, and ELA; nothing was circled in Science and Math, Enrichment, or A-block.


October 7, 201682


In controlling  body, Minor scored 2 in Krewe and 1 in Math; no score was circled in


Science, ELA, A-block, History, and Enrichment.  In following instructions the first time, Minor


scored 2 in Krewe and Math; no score was circled in Science, ELA, A-block, History, and


Enrichment.   In  completing  all  work,  Minor  scored  2  in  Krewe  and  Math;  no  score  was


circled  in  Science,  ELA,  A-block,  History,  and  Enrichment.   In  response  to  “I  was  BT  in  the


class,” N was circled in Krewe and Math; nothing was circled in Science, ELA, A-block,


History, or Enrichment.


October 11, 201683


In  controlling  body,  Minor  scored  2  in  Math,  Krewe,  Science,  ELA,  History,  and


Enrichment; A-block was crossed off.  In following instructions the first time, Minor scored 2 in


Math, Krewe, Science, ELA, History, and Enrichment; A-block was crossed off.  In completing


all  work, Minor scored 2 in Math, Krewe, Science, ELA, History, and Enrichment; A-block


was crossed off.  In response to “I was BT in the class,” N was circled in Math, Krewe, Science,


81 Parent Exhibit 2, p. 13.
82 Parent Exhibit 2, p. 14.
83 Parent Exhibit 2, p. 15.
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ELA, History, and Enrichment; A-block was crossed off.


October 12, 2016 84


In controlling his body, Minor scored 2 in Krewe and Math; no score was circled in


Science, ELA, A-block, History, or Enrichment.  In following instructions the first time, Minor


scored 2 in Krewe and Math; no score was circled in Science, ELA, A-block, History, or


Enrichment.   In  completing  all  work,  Minor  scored  2  in  Krewe  and  Math;  no  score  was


circled  in  Science,  ELA,  A-block,  History,  or  Enrichment.    In  response  to  “I  was  BT  in  the


class,” N was circled Krewe and Math; nothing was circled in Science, ELA, A-block, History,


or Enrichment.


October 13, 2016 85


In controlling  body, Minor scored 1 in Math; no score was circled in Krewe, Science,


ELA, A-block, History, and Enrichment.  In following instructions the first time, Minor scored 2


in Math; no score was circled in Krewe, Science, ELA, A-block, History, and Enrichment.  In


completing all  work, Minor scored 2 in Math; no score was circled in Krewe, Science, ELA,


A-block, History, or Enrichment.  In response to “I was BT in the class,” N was circled in Math;


nothing was circled in Krewe, Science, ELA, A-block, History, or Enrichment.


November 9, 201686


In  controlling  body,  Minor  scored  2  in  Math,  Krewe,  Science,  ELA,  History,  and


Enrichment; A-block was crossed off.  In following instructions the first time, Minor scored 2 in


Math, Krewe, Science, ELA, History, and Enrichment; A-block was crossed off.  In completing


all  work, Minor scored 2 in Math, Krewe, Science, History, and Enrichment; no score was


circled  in  ELA,  and  A-block  was  crossed  off.   In  response  to  “I  was  BT in  the  class,”  N was


84 Parent Exhibit 2, p. 16.
85 Parent Exhibit 2, p. 17.
86 Parent Exhibit 2, p. 20.
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circled in Math, Krewe, Science,  ELA, History,  and Enrichment;  A-block was crossed off.   


completed  Science in the BSP class with BSP Special Education teacher.


November 14, 201687


In controlling  body, Minor scored 2 in Math, Krewe, Science, and History; no score


was circled in Enrichment and ELA, and A-block was crossed off.  In following instructions the


first  time,  Minor  scored  2  in  Math,  Krewe,  Science,  and  History;  no  score  was  circled  in


Enrichment or ELA, and A-block was crossed off.  In completing all  work, Minor scored 2 in


Math, Krewe, Science, and History; no score was circled in Enrichment or ELA, and A-block


was crossed off.  In response to “I was BT in the class,” N was circled in Math, Krewe, Science,


and History; nothing was circled in Enrichment or ELA, and A-block was crossed off.


November 15, 201688


The daily behavior tracker was blank and not completed. A-block was crossed off.


November 18, 201689


In controlling  body, Minor scored 2 in Math; no score was circled in Krewe, Science,


ELA, History, or Enrichment, and A-block was crossed off.  In following instructions the first


time,  Minor  scored  2  in  Math;  no  score  was  circled  in  Krewe,  Science,  ELA,  History,  or


Enrichment, and A-block was crossed off.  In completing all  work, Minor scored 2 in Math;


no score was circled in Krewe, Science, ELA, History, or Enrichment, and A-block was crossed


off.  In response to “I was BT in the class,” N was circled in Math; nothing was circled in Krewe,


Science, ELA, History, or Enrichment, and A-block was crossed off.


87 Parent Exhibit 2, p. 21.
88 Parent Exhibit 2, p. 22.
89 Parent Exhibit 2, p. 23.
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December 7 and 15, 201690


The daily behavior trackers for these days were blank and not completed.


January 10, 201791


In controlling  body, Minor scored 2 in Krewe and Science,  0 in Math, and no score


was circled in ELA, A-block, History, and Enrichment.  In following instructions the first time,


Minor scored 2 in Krewe and Science, 1 in Math, and no score was circled in ELA, A-block,


History, and Enrichment.  In completing all  work, Minor scored 2 in Krewe, Math, and


Science; no score was circled in ELA, A-block, History,  or Enrichment.   In response to “I was


BT in the class,” N was circled 2 in Krewe, Math, and Science; nothing was circled in ELA, A-


block,  History,  or  Enrichment.   was  in  the  office  for  ELA,  History,  P.E.,  and  Lunch/Team


time.


January 17, 201792


The daily behavior tracker was blank and not completed.


 January 18, 201793


In controlling  body, Minor scored 2 in Enrichment, Krewe, and Science; no score was


circled in Math, History, ELA, or A-block.  In following instructions the first time, Minor scored


2 in Enrichment, Krewe, and Science; no score was circled in Math, History, ELA, or A-block.


In  completing  all   work,  Minor  scored  2  in  Enrichment,  Krewe,  and  Science;  no  score  was


circled in Math, History, ELA, or A-block.  In response to “I was BT in the class,” N was circled


in Enrichment, Krewe, and Science; nothing was circled was circled in Math, History, ELA, or


A-block.


90 Parent Exhibit 2, pp. 24, 25.
91 Parent Exhibit 2, p. 26.
92 Parent Exhibit 2, p. 27.
93 9arent Exhibit 2, p. 28.
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January 20, 201794


In controlling  body, Minor scored 2 in Enrichment, Krewe, and Math;  scored 1 in


Science and History, and no score was circled in ELA or A-block.  In following instructions the


first time, Minor scored 2 in Enrichment, Krewe, Science, and Math;  scored 1 in History, and


no  score  was  circled  in  ELA  or  A-block.   In  completing  all  work,  Minor  scored  2  in


Enrichment,  Krewe,  Math,  Science,  and  History;  no  score  was  circled  in  ELA or  A-block.   In


response to “I was BT in the class,” N was circled in Enrichment, Math, Science; nothing was


circled in Krewe, History, ELA, or A-block.  At the end of the day,  walked out of the ELA


class  and  knocked  a  chair  over.  later  calmed  down  and  went  to  the  office.   did  not


complete History class in the general education classroom.   walked out of the History class


and asked to work on  test in the office.


January 23, 201795


In controlling  body, Minor scored 2 in Math and Krewe, 1 in Science, and no score


was circled in History, Enrichment, or ELA; A-block was crossed off.  In following instructions


the first time, Minor scored 2 in Math, 1 in Science and Krewe; no score was circled in History,


Enrichment, and ELA, and A-block was crossed off.  In completing all  work, Minor scored 2


in Math, Science, and Krewe; no score was circled in Enrichment, History, or ELA, and A-block


was crossed off.   In response to “I was BT in the class,” N was circled in Krewe and Science;


nothing was circled in Math, Enrichment, History, or ELA, and A-block was crossed off.


January 24, 201796


In controlling  body, Minor scored 2 in Math, Science, Krewe, and A-block;  scored


1 in ELA, and no score was circled in History or Enrichment.  In following instructions the first


94 Parent Exhibit 2, p. 29.
95 Parent Exhibit 2, p. 30.
96 Parent Exhibit 2, p. 31.
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time, Minor scored 2 in Math, Science, and Krewe;  scored 1 in ELA and A-block, and no


score was circled in History or Enrichment.  In completing all  work, Minor scored 2 in Math,


Science, Krewe, ELA, and A-block; no score was circled in History or Enrichment.  In response


to “I was BT in the class,” N was circled in Math, Science, Krewe, ELA, and A-block; nothing


was circled in Enrichment or History.


January 25, 201797


In controlling  body, Minor scored 2 in Math, Science, and Krewe;  scored 1 in


ELA, and no score was circled in Enrichment, A-block, or History.  In following instructions the


first time, Minor scored 2 in Math, Science, Krewe, and ELA; no score was circled in


Enrichment, A-block or History.  In completing all  work, Minor scored 2 in Math, Science,


Krewe, and ELA; no score was circled in Enrichment, A-block or History.  In response to “I was


BT in the class,” N was circled in Math, Science, Krewe, and ELA; nothing was circled in A-


block, Enrichment, or History.


January 26, 201798


In controlling  body, Minor scored 2 in Math, Science, Enrichment, A-block and


Krewe, and 1 in ELA; no score was circled in History.  In following instructions the first time,


Minor scored 2 in Math, Science, ELA, Enrichment, and Krewe, and 1 in A-block; no score was


circled in History.  In completing all  work, Minor scored 2 in Math, Science, ELA,


Enrichment, A-block, and Krewe; no score was circled in History.  In response to “I was BT in


the class,” N was circled in Math, Science, Enrichment, A-block, ELA, and Krewe; nothing was


circled in History.


97 Parent Exhibit 2, p. 32.
98 Parent Exhibit 2, p. 33.
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January 31, 201799


In controlling  body, Minor scored 2 in Math, ELA, Enrichment, A-block, and Krewe,


and 1 in Science; no score was circled in History.  In following instructions the first time, Minor


scored 2 in ELA, A-block, and Krewe.   scored 1 in Math, Science, and Enrichment; no score


was circled in History.  In completing all  work, Minor scored 2 in Math, ELA, Enrichment,


Science, A-block, and Krewe; no score was circled in History.  In response to “I was BT in the


class,” N was circled in Math, ELA, Enrichment, Science, A-block, and Krewe; nothing was


circled in History.


February 3, 6, 14, 20, 2017100


The daily behavior trackers for these days were blank and not completed.


February 13, 2017101


In controlling his body, Minor scored 2 in Math, Krewe, Science, and A-block;  scored


1 in ELA, and no score was circled in Enrichment or History.  In following instructions the first


time,  Minor  scored  2  in  Math,  Krewe,  Science,  ELA,  and  A-block.   No  score  was  circled  in


Enrichment  or  History.   In  completing  all  work,  Minor  scored  2  in  Math,  Krewe,  Science,


ELA, and A-block.  No score was circled in Enrichment or History.  In response to “I was BT in


the class,” N was circled in Math, Krewe, Science, ELA, and A-block.  Nothing was circled in


Enrichment or History.


February 15, 2017102


In controlling  body, Minor scored 2 in Math, Krewe, Science, and A-block;  scored


1 in ELA, and no score was circled in History or Enrichment.  In following instructions the first


99 Parent Exhibit 2, p. 34.
100 Parent Exhibit 2, pp. 37, 38, 40, 43 (Parent incorrectly numbered the pages of her Exhibit 2. That Exhibit has two
pages 41; her page 42 is corrected to page 43).
101 Parent Exhibit 2, p. 39.
102 Parent Exhibit 2, p. 41.
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time, Minor scored 2 in Math, Krewe, Science, ELA, and A-block; no score was circled in


History  or  Enrichment.   In  completing  all  work,  Minor  scored  2  in  Math,  Krewe,  Science,


and A-block, and 1 in ELA; no score was circled in History or Enrichment.  In response to “I


was BT in the class,” N was circled in Math, Krewe, Science,  ELA, and A-block; nothing was


circled in History or Enrichment.


February 16, 2017103


In controlling  body, Minor scored 2 in Math, History, Krewe, Science, ELA, and A-


block.  No score was circled in Enrichment.  In following instructions the first time, Minor


scored 2 in Math, Krewe, Science, ELA, History, and A-block. No score was circled in


Enrichment.  In completing all  work, Minor scored 2 in Math, Krewe, Science, ELA, History,


and A-block. No score was circled in Enrichment.  In response to “I was BT in the class,” N was


circled in Math, History, Krewe, Science, ELA, and A-block.  Nothing was circled in


Enrichment.


Restraints


Only  select  School  Board  staff  who are  trained  and  received  Crisis  Prevention  Institute


(CPI) certification are allowed to use physical restraints on students.104  Physical restraint is


permitted when a student’s behavior presents a threat of imminent risk of harm to self or others,


and  only  as  a  last  resort  to  protect  the  safety  of  self  or  others,  to  the  degree  necessary  to  stop


dangerous behavior.105


Special Education Coordinator, Co-Principal, and BSP Special Education Teacher are


103 Parent Exhibit 2, p. 42 (Parent incorrectly numbered her pages and has two pages 41; her second page 41 is
corrected to page 42).
104 KIPP Exhibit 1, pp 1-16.
105 LAC 28: XLIII.542 and KIPP Exhibit 1, p. 7.
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CPI certified.106 On January 26, 2017, after other de-escalation strategies failed, Special


Education Coordinator physically restrained Minor, by crossing Minor’s arms in front of 


body, for hitting and pushing her and the General Education Math Teacher.107  On December 9,


2016, after Minor was running around, hitting an adult, pulling at decorations, trying to flip a


desk, and flipped a trash can, the Co-Principal, after other de-escalation strategies failed,


physically restrained Minor by using the child control position, and holding Minor’s wrist.108


Between April 6, 2016, and November 19, 2016, Minor was physically restrained 12 times.109


Parent testified that Minor was restrained 17 times in violation of the restraint policy.


CONCLUSIONS OF LAW


Parent failed to prove that Minor was denied a free appropriate public education, that


School Board failed to conduct manifestation determination reviews prior to Minor’s suspension,


that School Board failed to comply with the results of the manifestation determination reviews,


and that School Board failed to comply with the physical restraint and seclusion policy.  Parent is


not entitled to any relief based on her due process complaint.


Burden of Proof


A  school  district’s  educational  program  for  a  child  with  disabilities  is  presumed  to  be


appropriate.110 As the party challenging the educational program proposed by the School Board,


Parent bears the burden of proof to rebut this presumption.111  Parent must affirmatively prove


her allegations that the School Board (a) failed to provide FAPE to Minor, (b) failed to conduct


manifestation determination reviews prior to Minor’s suspension, (c) failed to comply with the


106 KIPP Exhibit 45, p. 484-486.
107 KIPP Exhibit 35, pp. 434-435 (these strategies used before physically restraining Minor: gave  space, offered
to call Parent and verbal de-escalation techniques).
108 KIPP Exhibit 21, pp. 365-366 (these strategies used before physically restraining Minor: gave  space and
verbal de-escalation techniques).
109 KIPP Exhibit13.
110 White ex rel. White v. Ascension Parish Sch. Bd., 343 F.3d 373, 377 (5th Cir. 2003).
111 Schaffer ex rel. Schaffer v. Weast, 546 U.S. 49 (2005).
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results  of  the  manifestation  determination  reviews,  and  (d)  failed  to  comply  with  the  physical


restraint and seclusion policy.


General Discussion of IDEA


The IDEA provides every disabled child with the right to FAPE112 designed to meet 


specialized needs.113  A school provides FAPE by creating an IEP for each child.114  Before


creating the IEP, the school district must conduct an initial evaluation to determine the student’s


eligibility and to identify  educational needs.115  An  IEP  is  created  by  an  “IEP  Team”


comprised of the child’s parents, at least one of  regular teachers, at least one of  special


education teachers, a school board representative, an individual who can interpret evaluation


results (who may be either of the teachers or the school board representative) and, if appropriate,


the child himself.116  The IEP must outline the student’s then-current educational status, establish


annual goals, and detail the special educational services and other aids that the child will be


provided.117  It also must provide, among other things, “the projected date for the beginning of


the services and modifications . . . and the anticipated frequency, location, and duration of those


services and modifications.”118


Rowley Standards


  In Board of Education of Hendrick Hudson Central School District, Westchester County


112 Congress has defined FAPE as, “special education and related services that . . . (A) have been provided at public
expense, under public supervision and direction, and without charge; (B) meet the standards of the State educational
agency; (C) include an appropriate . . . education in the State involved; and (D) are provided in conformity with the
individualized education program required under section 1414(d) of  title.  20 U.S.C. § 1401(9) (2012).
113 20 U.S.C. § 1400(d)(1)(A) (2012).
114 20 U.S.C. § 1414(d)(1)(A) (2012).
115 20 U.S.C. §§ 1414(a)(1)(A)-(C) (2012).
116 20 U.S.C. § 1414(d)(1)(B) (2012).
117 20 U.S.C. § 1414(d)(1)(A)(i) (2012).
118 20 U.S.C. § 1414(d)(1)(A)(i)(VII) (2012).
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v. Rowley,119 the U.S. Supreme Court defined the contours of FAPE and established a two-


pronged test to be used to determine if FAPE is being provided:  (1) Has the State complied with


the  procedures  set  forth  in  the  Act;  and  (2)  Is  the  IEP  that  was  developed  through  the  Act’s


procedures reasonably calculated to enable the child to receive educational benefits?120  If these


requirements are met, compliance with the obligations imposed by Congress have been met.121


            A free appropriate public education “need not be the best possible one, nor one that will


maximize  the  child’s  educational  potential;  rather,  it  need  only  be  an  education  that  is


specifically designed to meet the child’s unique needs, supported by services that will permit [the


child] to benefit from the instruction.”122  The IDEA does not require that parental preferences be


implemented in an IEP.123  The following two-pronged inquiry is used to determine whether a


public agency, such as School Board, has provided FAPE under the IDEA to a particular child


with a disability.


Procedural Compliance: The first Rowley test was met by School Board.


To satisfy the first prong of the Rowley test, the State must comply with procedures set


forth in the Act.  Parent failed to prove that the alleged procedural violations impeded Minor’s


right to FAPE, significantly impeded Parent’s opportunity to participate in the decision-making


process regarding the provision of FAPE to Minor, or caused any deprivation of educational


benefit.


 Any violation of the procedural requirements of IDEA amounts to a denial of FAPE if it


119 458 U.S. 176 (1982). (Although the IDEA has been amended multiple times since 1982, Rowley is still
controlling. J.L. v Mercer Island Sch. Dist., 592 F.3d 938, 951 (9th Cir. 2010)).  The Supreme Court’s unanimous
decision in Endrew F. ex rel. Joseph F. v. Douglas Cnty. Sch. Dist. RE-1, No. 15-827, 2017 WL 1066260, at *10
(U.S. Mar. 22, 2017), did not overturn Rowley.
120 Id. at 206-207.
121 Id. at 207.
122 Adam J. ex rel. Robert J. v. Keller Indep. Sch. Dist., 328 F.3d 804, 808 (5th Cir. 2003) (emphasis omitted)
(citations omitted).
123 Bradley ex rel. Bradley v. Arkansas Dep’t of Educ., 443 F.3d 965, 975 (8th Cir. 2006).
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impedes the child’s right to FAPE, significantly impedes the parent’s opportunity to participate


in  the  decision-making  process  regarding  the  provision  of  FAPE  to  the  child,  or  causes  a


deprivation of educational benefits.124  The IDEA is designed to establish a cooperative process


between parents and schools.125  The  central  vehicle  for  this  collaboration  is  the  IEP  process.


State educational authorities must identify and evaluate disabled children,126 develop an IEP for


each one,127 and review every IEP at least once a year.128 Each IEP must include an assessment


of the child's current educational performance, must articulate measurable educational goals, and


must specify the nature of the special services that the school will provide.129  Parents must be


informed about and consent to their child’s evaluations130 and are included as members of the


IEP Team.131  They have the right to examine any records relating to their child, and to obtain an


“independent educational evaluation” of the child.132  They must be given written prior notice of


any changes in an IEP,133 and be notified in writing of the procedural safeguards available to


them  under  the  IDEA.134  If  parents  believe  that  an  IEP  is  not  appropriate,  they  may  seek  an


administrative “impartial due process hearing.”135


The IDEA's Disciplinary Provisions


If a child with a disability misbehaves in school, the IDEA provides detailed procedures


that the local educational agency must follow to suspend or expel 136  School personnel have


124 20 U.S.C. § 1415(f)(3)(E)(ii) (2012).
125 Rowley, 458 U.S. at 205-206.
126 20 U.S.C. §§ 1414(a)-(c) (2012).
127 20 U.S.C. § 1414(d)(2) (2012).
128 20 U.S.C. § 1414(d)(4) (2012).
129 20 U.S.C. § 1414(d)(1)(A) (2012).
130 20 U.S.C. § 1414(c)(3) (2012).
131 20 U.S.C. § 1414(d)(1)(B) (2012).
132 20 U.S.C. § 1415(b)(1) (2012).
133 20 U.S.C. § 1415(b)(3) (2012).
134 20 U.S.C. § 1415(d)(1) (2012).
135 20 U.S.C. § 1415(f) (2012).
136 See generally LAC 28:XLIII.530.
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unilateral power to suspend a child with a disability for up to ten days as they would a non-


disabled child.137  The  IDEA  gives  a  disabled  child's  parents  a  number  of  procedural  rights


intended to ensure their participation in the development of their child's program and


placement.138  In  particular,  the  parents  have  a  right  to  request  a  “due  process  hearing”  to


challenge the result of a manifestation hearing, or the school's decision to take disciplinary


action.139


When the placement of a student with a disability is changed because of a violation of a


code of student conduct, a “manifestation determination” must be made within ten school days of


any decision to change the placement in order to determine whether the conduct in question was


caused by, or had a direct and substantial relationship to, the student’s disability.140  If the local


educational agency, the parent, and relevant members of the IEP Team determine that either (a)


the conduct in question was caused by, or had a direct and substantial relationship to, the


student’s disability,  or (b) the conduct in question was the direct  result  of the LEA’s failure to


implement the IEP, the conduct shall be determined to be a manifestation of the child's


disability.141


Parent did not allege that she was not properly notified of the March, November, or


January  IEP meetings.   She  also  did  not  allege  that  she  was  not  notified  of  the  numerous  BIP


modification meetings and Manifestation Determination Reviews (MDRs) conducted by the IEP


team.  She did not challenge the results of the MDRs; however,  she alleged that School Board


did not conduct the MDRs prior to suspending Minor, that School Board failed to comply with


137 See 20 U.S.C. § 1415(k)(1)(B) (2012) and LAC 28:XLIII.530.
138 See generally 20 U.S.C. § 1415(b) (2012).
139 See id. at § 1415(f); 1415(b)(6); 1415(k)(3).
140 20 U.S.C. § 1415(k)(1)(E) (2012); see also LAC 28:XLIII.530.E.
141 LAC 28:XLIII.530.E.1; LAC 28:XLIII.530.E.2; see also 20 U.S.C. § 1415(k)(1)(E) (2012).
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the  MDR  results,  and  that  School  Board  failed  to  comply  with  the  physical  restraint  and


seclusion policy.  I find that School Board met its duties as to the MDRs.


School Board Did Not Violate Procedure For Conducting MDRs.


Parent alleged that School Board violated IDEA because it failed to conduct MDRs prior


to suspending Minor.  There are no provisions in IDEA that mandate a MDR prior to the


decision to suspend or actual suspension of Minor.  The IDEA requires a MDR within ten school


days of any decision to change the placement.142  The preponderance of the evidence shows that


School Board complied with the IDEA provisions in conducting the MDRs.143


The MDR for the incident that occurred on January 26, 2017, was conducted 10 school


days later on February 9, 2017.  The MDR for the incident that occurred on February 6, 2017,


was conducted three school days later on February 9, 2017.  The MDR for the incident that


occurred on January 10, 2017, was conducted seven school days later on January19, 2017.  The


MDR for the incident that occurred on December 7, 2016, was conducted five school days later


on December 14, 2016.  The MDR for the incident that occurred on December 9, 2016, was


conducted  three  school  days  later  on  December  14,  2016.   The  MDR  for  the  incident  that


occurred on November 29, 2016, was conducted six school days later on December 7, 2016.  The


MDR for the incident that occurred on October 31, 2016, was conducted two school days later on


November 2, 2016.  Because Parent did not produce any evidence that any MDR was conducted


in violation of the ten-school-day requirement, her allegation is unfounded, and School Board


did not violate the procedure for conducting MDRs.


Parent  failed  to  prove  that  School  Board  did  not  comply  with  the  MDR  results.   The


142 20 U.S.C. § 1415(k)(1)(E) (2012); see also LAC 28:XLIII.530.E.1.
143 See footnotes 56-62 above.
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purpose of a MDR is to determine if the behavior is a manifestation of the student’s disability.144


The MDR select team, including Parent, determined that Minor’s behavior was a manifestation


of  disability.145


School Board Did Not Violate the Physical Restraint and Seclusion Policy


Parent alleged that Minor was denied FAPE because School Board failed to comply with


the physical restraint and seclusion policy.  Although Parent testified that Minor was restrained


17 times in violation of the restraint policy, she did not provide any evidence to support her


allegation.   Under  the  Department  of  Education’s  policy  on  physical  restraints  and  School


Board’s restraint policy, staff may physically restrain a student when the student’s behavior


presents a threat of imminent risk of harm to self or others, as a last resort to protect the safety of


self or others, to the degree necessary to stop dangerous behavior.146


The evidence in the record documents that on December 9, 2016, and January 26, 2017,


Minor was physically restrained by trained and certified CPI staff, after Minor had repeatedly hit


staff, tried to flip a desk, and had flipped a trash can, and after other de-escalation strategies were


unsuccessful.   Parent  failed  to  prove  that  School  Board’s  use  of  physical  restraint  was


inappropriate or unreasonable considering Minor’s behavior.  Because School Board complied


with the restraint policy provided by state law, School Board did not violate the procedural


requirements of IDEA and did not deny Minor a FAPE.


Substantive Compliance: The Second Rowley test was met by School Board


 To satisfy the second prong of the Rowley test, the IEP must be reasonably calculated to


enable Minor to receive educational benefits.  Parent did not prove that Minor’s IEPs were not


144 20 U.S.C. § 1415(k)(1)(E) (2012); see also LAC 28:XLIII.530.E.
145 KIPP Exhibit 8; KIPP Exhibit 9; KIPP Exhibit 19; KIPP Exhibit 23; KIPP Exhibit 25; KIPP Exhibit 30; and
KIPP Exhibit 39. Testimony of Parent. Testimony of Special Education Coordinator.
146 LAC 28:XLIII.542 and KIPP Exhibit 1, p. 7.
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reasonably calculated to enable Minor to receive educational benefits.


In determining whether the second test of the Rowley inquiry has been satisfied, the


United States Fifth Circuit Court of Appeals in Cypress-Fairbanks Independent School District


v. Michael F. by Barry F.147 established a four factor test. The four factors are: (1) Is the program


individualized on the basis of the student’s assessment and performance; (2) Is the program


administered in the least restrictive environment; (3) Are the services provided in a coordinated


and collaborative manner by the key “stakeholders;” and (4) Are positive academic and non-


academic benefits demonstrated? 148 The Fifth Circuit has treated the factors “as indicators of


when an IEP meets the requirements of IDEA,” but has not specified how these factors should be


weighed.149  The factors are a guide in a fact-intensive inquiry of whether an IEP provided


educational benefit.150


Cypress-Fairbanks Factor One


     The School Board established that the IEPs were individualized based on Minor’s assessed


abilities and performance.  Parent offered no evidence to the contrary.


Cypress-Fairbanks Factor Two


 Parent failed to prove that Minor’s educational program was not provided in the least


restrictive environment.  The IDEA requires that “[t]o the maximum extent appropriate, children


with disabilities . . . are educated with children who are not disabled.”151  The requirement that


the child be educated in the “general education curriculum” reflects the notion that disabled


children must be placed in the “least restrictive environment” in which they can receive a


147 Cypress-Fairbanks Indep. Sch. Dist. v. Michael F. by Barry F, 118 F.3d 245 (5th Cir. 1997).
148 Id. at 253.
149 See Richardson Indep. Sch. Dist. v. Michael Z., 580 F.3d 286, 293 (5th Cir.2009), Cypress-Fairbanks, 118 F.3d
at 245 (5th Cir. 1997). See also Klein Indep. Sch. Dist. v. Hovem, 690 F.3d 390, 396 (5th Cir. 2012).
150 See Richardson Indep. Sch. Dist. v. Michael Z., 580 F.3d 286, 293 (5th Cir. 2009); Klein Indep. Sch. Dist. v.
Hovem, 690 F.3d 390, 396 (5th Cir. 2012).
151 20 U.S.C. § 1412(a)(5)(A) (2012).
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FAPE.152  Where a disabled child has been correctly removed from his current educational


placement for a violation of a code of conduct, the school board must ensure that the child


continues to receive educational services . . . so as to enable the child to continue to participate in


the general education curriculum, although in another setting, and to progress toward meeting the


goals set out in the child's IEP.153


 Minor, in accordance with  IEPs, continues to receive instruction in the general education


curriculum for all  subjects except Science and Math.  Due to  behavioral challenges, the


IEP team modified  BIP, and  now receives only Math and Science instruction in the self-


contained BSP class.  While the “mainstreaming” requirement is vital to the provision of FAPE,


it is not absolute.154  “Mainstreaming” is not required where “(1) the disabled child would not


receive an educational benefit from mainstreaming into a regular class; (2) any marginal benefit


from mainstreaming would be significantly outweighed by benefits which could feasibly be


obtained only in a separate instructional setting; or (3) the disabled child is a disruptive force in a


regular classroom setting.”155  Parent  argued  that  Minor  should  be  returned  to  the  general


education class with a one-to-one aide.


 School Board provided credible testimony that despite positive behavioral interventions and


supports in Math class, where Minor was one of three students serviced by a special education


152 M.S. ex rel. Simchick v. Fairfax Cnty. Sch. Bd., 553 F.3d 315, 327 (4th Cir.2009); DeVries By DeBlaay v. Fairfax
Cnty. Sch. Bd., 882 F.2d 876, 878 (4th Cir. 1989) (“Mainstreaming of handicapped children into regular school
programs where they might have opportunities to study and to socialize with non handicapped children is not only a
laudable goal but is also a requirement of the Act.”).
153 34 C.F.R. § 300.530(d)(1)(i) and LAC 28: XLIII.530.D.
154 AW ex rel. Wilson v. Fairfax Cnty. Sch. Bd., 372 F.3d 674, 681 (4th Cir. 2004); see also 20 U.S.C. §
1412(a)(5)(A) (2012) (noting that removal of disabled children from the regular educational environment should
occur only when the nature or severity of the disability of a child is such that education in regular classes with the
use of supplementary aids and services cannot be achieved satisfactorily).
155 Hartmann v. Loudoun Cnty. Bd. of Educ., 118 F.3d 996, 1001 (4th Cir. 1997) (citation omitted). See, e.g., L.F. v.
Hous. Indep. Sch. Dist., CIV. A. H-08-2415, 2009 WL 3073926, at *17 (S.D. Tex. Sept. 21, 2009) (no denial of
FAPE where student was placed in a behavioral class, the IEP was reasonably calculated to provide educational
benefit, and there was no evidence that the IEP was procedurally improper. The IEP included academic goals based
on  the  student's  evaluation,  along  with  a  behavior  plan.  The  district  also  provided  the  program  in  the  LRE  by
mainstreaming the student for study home physical education.).
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teacher in the general education classroom,  was unsuccessful and experienced repeated


tantrum and work refusal behaviors.  School Board also proved that Minor was a disruptive force


in the classroom setting, as the majority of Minor’s disciplinary incidents occurred in the general


education classroom, where close monitoring and other behavioral interventions did not deter or


prevent  behavior.


 Parent also argued that School Board failed to provide FAPE to Minor during 


suspension.  School Board admitted that Minor is owed compensatory education, but argued that


it did not violate IDEA because although it was prepared and remains prepared to provide


compensatory education to Minor, Parent refused the services.  Parent admitted that on advice


from her former counsel, she refused to give School Board consent to provide compensatory


education  to  Minor.   Because  Parent  refused  to  give  School  Board  consent  to  provide


compensatory education to Minor, she is not entitled to that relief under her due process


complaint.156  Parent  has  now  agreed  to  meet  with  School  Board  to  determine  how  much


compensatory education is owed Minor, and she has also consented to School Board providing


Minor with compensatory education.


Cypress-Fairbanks Factor Three


       Parent did not prove that services were not sufficiently provided in a coordinated and


collaborative manner by the key stakeholders.  Coordination and collaboration requires


participants to communicate outside of IEP meetings to ensure the child's needs are met.157  It


also requires key stakeholders to receive adequate training in order to implement the IEP


156 See M.M. ex rel. L.R. v. Special Sch. Dist. No. 1, 512 F.3d 455, 464 (8th Cir. 2008), cert. denied, 555 U.S. 979
(2008) (School district's failure to provide child with a behavioral disability with educational services during her
suspensions did not violate IDEA regulations requiring that child continue to receive services upon being suspended
for more than ten days without change in placement, where child's parent rejected district's offers of home schooling
services, and parties had already agreed to change in placement.)
157 Hous. Indep. Sch. Dist. v. V.P. ex rel. Juan P., 582 F.3d 576, 587 (5th Cir. 2009), See B.B. v. Catahoula Par. Sch.
Dist., CIV A., 11-1451, 2013 WL 5524976, at *12 (W.D. La. Oct. 3, 2013).
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properly.158


The  School  Board  developed  Minor’s  March,  November,  and  January  IEPs  with


participation of a diverse group of individuals with personal knowledge concerning Minor,


including Parent, Special Education   Math Teacher, ODR, Principal, School Counselor, and


General Education Teacher.159  The record demonstrates that various key stakeholders developed


and implemented Minor’s IEPs.  Minor’s BSP special education teacher also provided credible


testimony on what services she provided Minor for Science and Math.  Minor’s daily behavioral


tracker documents Minor’s behavior in class and contains sufficient information, which can be


used to determine if Minor is meeting the specified measurable goals contained in the IEPs.


Parent did not prove that the services provided to Minor were not provided in a coordinated and


collaborative manner.


Cypress-Fairbanks Factor Four


Parent did not prove that Minor has not achieved positive academic and non-academic


benefits.  Other than requiring IEP progress reports and report cards to be provided at the same


time that students without disabilities receive reports of their educational progress, the IDEA is


silent as to the form and detail required for such reporting.  Based on Minor’s report card for the


first two quarters,  achieved positive academic benefits in some of  subjects.160  From the


first quarter to the second quarter,  grades improved from C to B in Science, and from D to C


in ELA.   grade remained the same (D) in Social Studies, and  grade dropped from C to F


in  Math,  and  A  to  B  in  P.E.161  Despite positive behavioral interventions and supports as


specified in Minor’s IEP and BIP,  daily behavioral trackers show varying degrees of success


158 Hous. Indep. Sch. Dist. v. V.P. ex rel. Juan P., 582 F.3d 576, 588 (5th Cir.2009), See B.B. v. Catahoula Par. Sch.
Dist., CIV A., 11-1451, 2013 WL 5524976, at *12 (W.D. La. Oct. 3, 2013).
159 KIPP Exhibits 5, 7, 18, and 40.
160 KIPP Exhibit 42.
161 KIPP Exhibit 42, and Parent Exhibit 1, p. 3 of 8.
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in  behavior.162  Although the daily tracker is not optimal because it does not document on its


face whether Minor has met  behavior goal daily, there is sufficient information on the


trackers to determine if Minor has met  measurable goals.


This week, the Supreme Court unanimously ruled that the IDEA requires a school to


offer an individualized education program reasonably calculated “to enable a child to make


progress in light of the child’s circumstances.”163  The court rejected the “more than merely de


minimus” standard used by the lower court.164  The  Supreme  Court  did  not  elaborate  on  what


appropriate progress will look like, but noted that it would depend on the unique circumstances


of the child for whom the IEP was created.165


Even considering this new interpretation, I find that School Board has provided Minor


with IEPs reasonably calculated to allow  to progress.  Because of Minor’s behavioral


challenges,  IEPs have repeatedly modified  BIP, and provided numerous interventions and


strategies to assist  in being successful and progress in  education.  Based on the


preponderance of the evidence, the accommodations set forth in Minor’s IEPs allowed  to


receive FAPE, and School Board has fulfilled its obligations under the law.


Conclusion


Parent did not prove the School Board failed to comply with the procedures set forth in


the IDEA or that School Board failed to provide FAPE to Minor; therefore, Parent’s complaint is


dismissed.


162 See Parent Exhibit 2.
163 Endrew F. ex rel. Joseph F. v. Douglas Cnty. Sch. Dist. RE-1, No. 15-827, 2017 WL 1066260, at *10 (U.S. Mar.
22, 2017).
164 Id., at *11 - *12.
165 Id., at *12.
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APPENDIX OF TERMS


Parent


Minor


School KIPP McDonogh 15 School for the
Creative Arts


School A Choice Foundation’s McDonogh 42 Charter
School


School Board KIPP New Orleans Schools


School Board’s Manager of Student Support Services


Co-Principal


General Education Math Teacher


Special Education Math Teacher


Special Education Coordinator


School Counselor


BSP Special Education Teacher


School Board’s Manager of Clinical Services and School Psychologist 


























































STATE OF LOUISIANA
DIVISION OF ADMINISTRATIVE LAW


SCHOOL BOARD *
* DOCKET NO. 2017-0742-DOE-IDEA
*


IN THE MATTER OF *
*


PARENT ON BEHALF OF MINOR * AGENCY LOG NO.  67-H-08
******************************************************************************


DECISION AND ORDER1


Parent on behalf of Minor filed an expedited due process complaint alleging that School


Board violated the Individuals with Disabilities Education Act by placing Minor in two Behavior


Support Program classes.  The complaint is DISMISSED because Parent consented to Minor’s


placement.


APPEARANCES


A hearing was conducted March 9, 2017, in New Orleans, before Administrative Law


Judge Adaora Chukudebelu.  Parent; Jaimme Collins and Taylor Brett, attorneys for School


Board; and the School Board’s Manager of Student Support Services appeared at the hearing.


            The following testified at the hearing: Parent; Minor; Co-Principal; General Education


Math teacher; Special Education Math teacher; Special Education Coordinator; School


Counselor;  School  Board’s  Manager  o f  Cl in ica l  Services  and  school  psychologist;  and


School Board’s Manager of Student Support Services.


STATEMENT OF THE CASE


Parent on behalf of Minor filed an expedited due process complaint on February 1, 2017,


alleging that School Board violated the Individuals with Disabilities Education Act (IDEA) and


1 Due to confidentiality requirements, all specific identifying information has been redacted from this decision.  See
attached Appendix of Terms for identifying information.
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state laws by changing Minor’s placement from a regular education classroom for Math and


Science to a self-contained special education classroom for Math and Science, when the behavior


Minor exhibited was a manifestation of  disability.


The School Board contends that Parent did not meet her burden and that it did not violate


the IDEA by changing Minor’s placement.


The parties stipulated to nine facts.  The parties also stipulated to the introduction of


exhibits.  Parent’s Exhibits 1,2 2,  3,  and  5  were  admitted.   The  School  Board’s  exhibits  KIPP


Exhibit 1 through KIPP Exhibit 46 were admitted.


At the conclusion of the hearing, the parties requested the opportunity to file post-hearing


briefs. The record was left open until 5 p.m. on March 16, 2017, to allow the parties to file post-


hearing briefs.  Briefs were timely filed by both parties, and the matter was submitted for


decision.


This adjudication is conducted in accordance with the Individuals with Disabilities


Education Act, 20 U.S.C. § 1400 et seq.; 34 C.F.R. § 300 et seq.; La. R.S. 17:1941 et seq.;


Louisiana Bulletin 1508, Pupil Appraisal Handbook, LAC 28:CI; Louisiana Bulletin 1706,


Regulations for Implementation of the Children with Exceptionalities Act, LAC 28:XLIII;


Louisiana Bulletin 1530, IEP Handbook for Students with Exceptionalities, LAC 28:XCVII; and


the Division of Administrative Law Act, La. R.S. 49:991, et seq.


STIPULATED FACTS


The parties stipulated to the following facts: 3


1.  Minor is a -year-old boy.


2.  Minor is presently in the sixth grade at School.


2 The tribunal did not admit pages 1 and 2 of 8 contained in Exhibit 1, a completed form with heading “Childhood
Disability Determination Analysis of Functional Age,” due to authentication objection by School Board.
3 See Joint Stipulation.
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3.  Minor has attended School since the 2014-15 school year, when Minor was in


the fourth grade.


4.  Before enrolling at School in the 2013-14 academic year, Minor attended School A.


5.  On April 12, 2013, while attending School A, Minor received an initial evaluation


for special education services under IDEA, and qualified for these services due to


the exceptionality of Other Health Impairment (OHI), with a medical diagnosis of


Attention Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder (ADHD).


6.  On March 31, 2016, while attending School, Minor was referred for an evaluation


for  triennial review.  The March 31, 2016, evaluation maintained Minor’s


previous exceptionality of OHI due to ADHD.


7.  On November 8, 2016, Minor was referred for a re-evaluation.  This re-evaluation


  added the exceptionality of Emotional Disturbance (ED) as Minor’s primary


  exceptionality and also maintained  previous exceptionality of OHI due to ADHD.


8.  Prior to the January 17, 2017 IEP, Parent was notified of the meeting.


9.  All mandatory members of the IEP team participated in the January 17, 2017 IEP,


which included Parent; special education teachers (two); School representatives (three);


school psychologist and evaluator; social workers (two); and School’s special education


coordinator.


FINDINGS OF FACT


Minor’s March 31, 2016 IEP (March IEP)


An IEP meeting was held March 31, 2016, which Parent attended.4  Minor, then in fifth


grade, had a Behavior Intervention Plan (BIP) with two target behaviors: work refusal and


4 KIPP Exhibit 5, p. 48.
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emotional outburst/tantrums.5  The March IEP provided the following interventions: morning


check-in, daily tracker with visual schedule, non-contingent breaks, calm down area/safe space,


therapy, preferential seating, and specific and agreed-upon consequences for behavior.6


The March IEP states Minor requires support  in the general  education class to maintain


focus and appropriate classroom behavior.7  benefits from supports with social skills to


address impulse control, anger management, frustration tolerance, and  ability to complete


work and follow directions.8  The IEP team decided on the following strategies to assist Minor in


being successful: positive encouragement, behavioral intervention plan with an individualized


daily tracker and breaks, opportunity to earn incentives like computer breaks, preferential


seating, repeating directions, social skills services and frequent communication between home


and school.9   behavioral short-term goals are: (1)  will react to consequences appropriately


at least 70% of the time by May 2016, at least 75% of the time by September 2016, at least 80%


of the time by December 2016, and at least 85% of the time by March 2017; (2) when given


direction across all settings, Minor will follow directions within 30 seconds 85% of the time by


the  end  of  the  IEP year;  and  (3)  Minor  will  use  skills  taught  and  rehearsed  in  therapy  to  cool


down within five minutes when frustrated with redirections, staff, or consequences.10


Minor attended all  classes in the regular education classroom.11


Minor’s November 8, 2016 IEP (November IEP)


An IEP meeting was held November 8, 2016.12  Parent attended and the IEP team


5 KIPP Exhibit 5, pp. 48 and 49.
6 KIPP Exhibit 5, p.  49.
7 KIPP Exhibit 5, p. 48.
8 KIPP Exhibit 5, p. 48.
9 KIPP Exhibit 5, p. 50.
10 KIPP Exhibit 5, p. 50.
11 KIPP Exhibit 5, p. 59.
12 KIPP Exhibit 7.
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discussed Minor’s placement in the Behavior Support Program (BSP).13  The IEP was developed


with the following participants: Parent, Special Education Teacher, Officially Designated


Representative (ODR), Principal, School Counselor, Special Education Teacher, Principal, and


General Education Teacher.14


The November IEP states Minor is a grade student, who is a very creative and helpful


student, and eager to learn.15  Minor’s academic, developmental, and functional needs include


needing support in the general education class to maintain focus and appropriate classroom


behavior.16   benefits  from  supports  with  social  skills  to  address  impulse  control,  anger


management, frustration tolerance, and  ability to complete work and follow directions.17  


engages in work refusal behaviors and tantrum behaviors.18  The  IEP  team  decided  on  the


following strategies to assist Minor in being successful: positive encouragement, behavioral


intervention plan with an individualized daily tracker and breaks, opportunity to earn incentives


like computer breaks, preferential seating, repeating directions, social skills services, and


frequent communications between home and School.19   behavioral short-term goals were: (1)


 will react to consequences appropriately at least 70% of the time by May 2016, at least 75%


of the time by December 2016, at least 80% of the time by March 2016, and at least 85% of the


time by March 2017; (2) when given direction across all settings, Minor will follow directions


within 30 seconds at  least  85% of the time by the end of the IEP year;  and (3) Minor will  use


skills taught and rehearsed in therapy to cool down within five minutes when frustrated with


13 KIPP Exhibit 7, p. 100
14 KIPP Exhibit 7, p. 101
15 KIPP Exhibit 7, p. 101.
16 KIPP Exhibit 7, p. 101.
17 KIPP Exhibit 7, p. 101.
18 KIPP Exhibit 7, p. 103.
19 KIPP Exhibit 7, p. 103.
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redirections, staff, or consequences.20


The IEP team agreed that Minor would be placed in the Behavior Support Program (BSP)


for Science class only to assess whether this placement was appropriate.21  The  Science  only


placement was a compromise because Parent, contrary to the other IEP team members, refused


the  recommendation  that  Minor  attend  all  classes  in  the  BSP.22  Parent  agreed  to  Minor’s


placement  in  the  BSP  for  Science.   Minor  had  other  subjects  (ELA,  Math,  Social  Studies,


Foreign Language, and PE) in the regular classroom.23


Minor’s January 19, 2017 IEP (January IEP)


An IEP meeting was held January 19, 2017.24  The IEP was developed with the following


participants: Parent, Special Education Teacher, ODR, Principal, Certified School Psychologist,


other, School Counselor, Special Education Teacher, Principal, General Education Teacher, and


School Board Representative.25


The January IEP states Minor has struggled at school due to  behavior and that many


interventions have been provided and updated as  needs change.26  Parent wants Minor to be


more successful during the day.27  Parent had concerns about teachers communicating with her


throughout the day.28  Minor’s academic, developmental, and functional needs include needing


support in the general education class to maintain focus and appropriate classroom behavior.29


 benefits from supports with social skills to address impulse control, anger control, frustration


20 KIPP Exhibit 7, p. 103.
21 KIPP Exhibit 7, pp. 100 and 106. Testimony of School Board Representative. Testimony of Special Education
Coordinator.
22 Testimony of Special Education Coordinator.
23 KIPP Exhibit 7, pp. 106, 107.
24 KIPP Exhibit 40, p. 449.
25 KIPP Exhibit 40, p. 449.
26 KIPP Exhibit 40, p. 449.
27 KIPP Exhibit 40, p. 449.
28 KIPP Exhibit 40, p. 449.
29 KIPP Exhibit 40, p. 449.
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tolerance, and  ability to complete work and follow directions.30  Minor engages in work


refusal behaviors and tantrum behaviors.31


The IEP team decided on the following strategies to assist Minor in being successful:


positive encouragement, behavioral intervention plan with an individualized daily tracker and


breaks, opportunity to earn incentives like computer breaks, preferential seating, repeating


directions, social skills services, and frequent communications between home and School.32  


behavioral short-term goals are: (1)  will react to consequences appropriately at least 70% of


the time by May 2016, at least 75% of the time by December 2016, and at least 85% of the time


by March 2017; (2) when given direction across all settings, Minor will follow directions within


30 seconds at least 85% of the time by the end of the IEP year; and (3) Minor will use skills


taught and rehearsed in therapy to cool down within five minutes when frustrated with


redirections, staff, or consequences.33


The IEP team decided that Minor would be placed in the BSP for Math class.34  Parent


agreed to Minor’s placement in the BSP for Math.  Minor continues to have Science in the BSP.


Minor has  other classes (ELA, Social Studies, Foreign Language, and PE) in the regular


education classroom.35


Student’s Report Card36


First quarter of 6th grade: Math – C, Science – C, PE – A, Social Studies – D, and ELA –


D.37  Second quarter of 6th grade: Math – F, Science – B,38 PE – B, Social Studies – D, and ELA


30 KIPP Exhibit 40, p. 449.
31 KIPP Exhibit 40, pp. 450, 451, 458.
32 KIPP Exhibit 40, p. 451.
33 KIPP Exhibit 40, p.451.
34 KIPP Exhibit 40, p. 456. Testimony of School Board Representative. Testimony of Special Education
Coordinator.
35 KIPP Exhibit 40, p. 456.
36 KIPP Exhibit 42, p. 467 and Parent Exhibit 1, p. 3 of 8.
37 Instruction in the regular classroom.
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– C.


Behavior Support Program (BSP)39


Students identified as eligible for special education, and primarily those with the


exceptionality of Emotional Disturbance, are eligible to participate in the BSP.40  The  BSP


provides intensive behavioral and academic support to students with documented evidence of


emotional, behavioral, and/or academic concerns that present a significant barrier to a student’s


success in the classroom or integration within the school community.41  The class size is small,


no more than eight students, and the students receive instruction in core subject areas to facilitate


access to the general curriculum.42  Each class has one full-time teacher and at least one full-time


teaching assistant.43  The program’s goals include providing a structured safe haven for students


with severe and ongoing behavior challenges that interfere with academic achievement,


classroom performance, and positive school/community integration, and equipping these


students with the necessary skills to successfully transition back into the general education


setting.44  Behaviors necessitating transfer into the BSP include those where the student (a)


experiences ongoing documented discipline incidents, often resulting in removal from class and


suspensions; (b) lacks impulse control and cannot self-regulate, identify triggers to unpredictable


behavior outbursts or meltdowns, and/or respond to and cooperate with redirection and de-


escalation strategies; (c) has a documented history of emotional and behavioral problems in


previous schools; and (d) fails repeatedly to respond to significant adult intervention and


38 Instruction in the BSP classroom.
39 KIPP Exhibit 44, pp. 469-483.
40 KIPP Exhibit 44, p. 472.
41 KIPP Exhibit 44, pp. 471-472.
42 KIPP Exhibit 44, p. 471.
43 KIPP Exhibit 44, p. 472.
44 KIPP Exhibit 44, p. 471.
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authority.45  The IEP and BIP document the supports that the student requires in the BSP.46


Minor’s Behaviors


A Functional Behavioral Assessment (FBA) was completed in December 2014.47  The


FBA targeted specific behaviors including work refusal and tantrum behavior.  Between the


March IEP meeting and the January IEP meeting, Minor exhibited these work refusal behaviors:


grunting, yelling, throwing work, and not following teacher direction to complete work.48


Between the March IEP meeting and the January IEP meeting, Minor exhibited these tantrum


behaviors: crying, yelling, going limp, kicking, throwing things, destroying property, running


away, being unresponsive to directions from adults, and being physically aggressive to adults.49


Manifestation Determination Review


Minor has had a series of suspensions totaling over 10 school days.50  Minor’s behaviors


necessitating suspensions are substantially similar.51   behaviors warranting disciplinary


action include willful disobedience, treating a person in authority with disrespect, making


unfounded charges against a person in authority, leaving the school premises or classroom


without permission, assault and battery, throwing items liable to injure someone, and instigating


or participating in fights while under school supervision.52  Minor did not possess drugs or


45 KIPP Exhibit 44, p. 471.
46 KIPP Exhibit 44, p. 472.
47 KIPP Exhibit 7, p. 102 and testimony of School Board Representative.
48 KIPP Exhibit 3; KIPP Exhibit 20, pp. 351-366; KIPP Exhibit 10, p. 132; KIPP Exhibit 11, pp. 166-204; KIPP
Exhibit 24; KIPP Exhibit 28; KIPP Exhibit 29; KIPP Exhibit 31; and KIPP Exhibit 32.
49 KIPP Exhibit 3; KIPP Exhibit 20, pp. 351-366; KIPP Exhibit 10, p. 132; KIPP Exhibit 11, pp. 166-204; KIPP
Exhibit 24; KIPP Exhibit 28; KIPP Exhibit 29; KIPP Exhibit 31; and KIPP Exhibit 32.
50 KIPP Exhibit 8; KIPP Exhibit 9; KIPP Exhibit 19; KIPP Exhibit 23; KIPP Exhibit 25; KIPP Exhibit 30; and KIPP
Exhibit 39.  Parent Exhibit 3 pp 13-14 and KIPP Exhibit 25 were not given any weight. Parent Exhibit 3, pp. 13-14
documents in the MDR form that the meeting was held October 20, 2016; however, the form was signed by all on
12-20-16.  School Board in KIPP Exhibit 25, did not provide any incident report preceding the MDR conducted on
December 18, 2016.
51 KIPP Exhibit 8; KIPP Exhibit 9; KIPP Exhibit 19; KIPP Exhibit 23; KIPP Exhibit 25; KIPP Exhibit 30; and KIPP
Exhibit 39.
52 See e.g., KIPP Exhibit 12, p. 205, School Board’s behavior incident form containing a list of behaviors that attract
disciplinary action.
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weapons, or inflict serious bodily injury upon another person while at school, on school


premises, or at a school function under the jurisdiction of the state agency or an LEA.


School Board with Parent present conducted MDRs, and all attendees agreed that


Minor’s behavior is the manifestation of  disability.53  Parent was notified of these incidents


by telephone or in-person.54  This chart shows when the behaviors occurred, the duration of the


out-of- school suspension, and when the MDRs were conducted.


Incident Days Suspended MDR Conducted


1-26-1755  willful disobedience,
throwing tantrum, hitting School
staff, instigating or participating in
fights while under school
supervision


2-6-1756 treats an authority with
disrespect and uses profane and/or
obscene language.


2


3


2-9-17


2-9-17


1-10-1757 willful disobedience, and
treats an authority with disrespect


3 1-19-17


12-7-1658 willful disobedience,
making unfounded charge against
authority, instigating or
participating in fights while under
school supervision, and treats an
authority with disrespect.


12-9-201659 Assault and battery,
throws missiles liable to injure


1 12-14-16


53 KIPP Exhibit 8; KIPP Exhibit 9; KIPP Exhibit 19; KIPP Exhibit 23; KIPP Exhibit 25; KIPP Exhibit 30; and KIPP
Exhibit 39. Testimony of Parent. Testimony of Special Education Coordinator.
54 Parent Exhibit 3.
55 Parent Exhibit 3, p. 3. KIPP Exhibits 34 and 39.
56 Parent Exhibit 3, pp. 3-4. KIPP Exhibits 37 and 39.
57 Parent Exhibit 3, pp. 5-6. KIPP Exhibit 30.
58 Parent Exhibit 3, pp. 9-10. KIPP Exhibit 12, pp. 285-286 and KIPP Exhibit 23, pp. 371-372.
59 Parent Exhibit 3, pp. 9-10. KIPP Exhibit 20 and KIPP Exhibit 23, pp. 371-372.
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others, leaves school premises or
classroom without permission, and
is  guilty  of  stealing  and  willful
disobedience.


3 12-14-16


11-29-1660 willful disobedience,
treats an authority with disrespect,
makes unfounded charge against
authority, leaves school/classroom
without permission, and instigating
or participating in fights while
under school supervision.


3 12-7-16


10-31-1661 willful disobedience,
and treats an authority with
disrespect, throws missiles liable to
injure someone, and leaves
school/classroom without
permission.


1 11-2-16


Minor’s Behavioral Intervention Plan (BIP) has been modified numerous times.62


Additionally, the November and January IEPs modified Minor’s BIP.63  Minor’s behavior


interventions include the following: check-in and check-out with teacher, behavior tracker with


visual schedule, non-contingent breaks, calm down and/or safe space, therapy, preferential


seating, differentiated redirections, planned ignoring, specific and agreed upon consequences for


tantrums, peer work, giving space, communication between Parent and School, removal from


class, specific and agreed upon consequences for physical aggression toward an adult, and


60 Parent Exhibit 3 pp. 7-8. KIPP Exhibit 9, KIPP Exhibit 12, pp. 269-270, and KIPP Exhibit 19.
61 Parent Exhibit 3 pp. 11-12. KIPP Exhibits 8 and 12, pp. 253-258.
62 KIPP Exhibit 8; KIPP Exhibit 9; KIPP Exhibit 19; KIPP Exhibit 23; KIPP Exhibit 25; KIPP Exhibit 30; and KIPP
Exhibit 39. See KIPP Exhibit 10 and KIPP Exhibit 41.
63 Testimony of Special Education Coordinator. See KIPP Exhibit 7, p. 107; KIPP Exhibit 40, p. 456; and KIPP
Exhibit 41.
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placement in the BSP for Math and Science classes.64


CONCLUSIONS OF LAW


Parent failed to prove that School Board violated the procedural safeguards of the IDEA


by exceeding its authority and changing Minor’s placement when the behavior Minor exhibited


was a manifestation of  disability.  Minor’s placement in the BSP for Math and Science did


not violate the IDEA because Parent consented to this change in placement.


Burden of Proof


A  school  district’s  educational  program  for  a  child  with  disabilities  is  presumed  to  be


appropriate.65 As the party challenging the educational program proposed by the School Board,


Parent bears the burden of proof to rebut this presumption.66  Parent must affirmatively prove her


allegation that School Board exceeded its authority and changed Minor’s placement when the


behavior Minor exhibited was a manifestation of  disability.


General Discussion of IDEA


The IDEA provides every disabled child with the right to FAPE67 designed to meet 


specialized needs.68 A school provides FAPE by creating an IEP for each child.69  Before


creating the IEP, the school district must conduct an initial evaluation to determine the student’s


eligibility and to identify  educational needs.70  An IEP is created by an “IEP Team”


comprised of the child’s parents, at least one of  regular teachers, at least one of  special


education teachers, a school board representative, an individual who can interpret evaluation


64 KIPP Exhibit 10; KIPP Exhibit 7; KIPP Exhibit 40.
65 White ex rel. White v. Ascension Parish Sch. Bd., 343 F.3d 373, 377 (5th Cir. 2003).
66 Schaffer ex rel. Schaffer v. Weast, 546 U.S. 49 (2005).
67 Congress has defined FAPE as, “special education and related services that . . . (A) have been provided at public
expense, under public supervision and direction, and without charge; (B) meet the standards of the State educational
agency; (C) include an appropriate . . . education in the State involved; and (D) are provided in conformity with the
individualized education program required under section 1414(d) of this title.  20 U.S.C. § 1401(9) (2012).
68 20 U.S.C. § 1400(d)(1)(A) (2012).
69 20 U.S.C. § 1414(d)(1)(A) (2012).
70 20 U.S.C. §§ 1414(a)(1)(A)-(C) (2012).
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results (who may be either of the teachers or the school board representative) and, if appropriate,


the child himself.71  The IEP must outline the student’s then-current educational status, establish


annual goals, and detail the special educational services and other aids that the child will be


provided.72  It also must provide, among other things, “the projected date for the beginning of the


services and modifications . . . and the anticipated frequency, location, and duration of those


services and modifications.”73


The IDEA's Disciplinary Provisions


If a child with a disability misbehaves in school, the IDEA provides detailed procedures


that the local educational agency must follow to suspend or expel 74  School personnel have


unilateral power to suspend a child with a disability for up to ten days as they would a non-


disabled child.75


When the placement of a student with a disability is changed because of a violation of a


code of student conduct, a “manifestation determination” must be made within ten days to


determine whether the conduct in question was caused by, or had a direct and substantial


relationship to, the student’s disability.76  If the local educational agency, the parent, and relevant


members of the IEP Team determine that either (a) the conduct in question was caused by, or had


a direct and substantial relationship to, the student’s disability, or (b) the conduct in question was


the direct result of the LEA’s failure to implement the IEP, the conduct shall be determined to be


a manifestation of the child's disability.77  If the conduct is determined to be a manifestation of


the child's disability, the child must be returned to the placement from which  was removed,


71 20 U.S.C. § 1414(d)(1)(B) (2012).
72 20 U.S.C. § 1414(d)(1)(A)(i) (2012).
73 20 U.S.C. § 1414(d)(1)(A)(i)(VII) (2012).
74 See generally LAC 28:XLIII.530.
75 See 20 U.S.C. § 1415(k)(1)(B) (2012), and LAC 28:XLIII.530.
76 LAC 28: XLIII.530.F.
77 LAC 28:XLIII.530.E.1; see also 20 U.S.C. § 1415(k)(1)(E)(i) (2012).
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unless the parent and the LEA agree to a change of placement as part of the modification of the


behavioral intervention plan, except in special circumstances.78 (emphasis added).


Parent participated in the development of the March 2016, November 2016, and January


2017 IEP meetings.79  Parent did not allege that School Board deprived her of a meaningful


opportunity to participate in developing Minor’s March, November, or January IEPs.  At the


November IEP meeting, the IEP team decided that Minor would attend the BSP for Math class


only.80  At the January IEP, meeting the IEP team decided that Minor would attend the BSP for


both Math and Science classes.81


Parent was notified and participated in the development and modification of Minor’s BIP.


Parent did not allege that School Board deprived her of a meaningful opportunity to participate


in developing or modifying Minor’s BIP.  The November 2016 and January 2017 IEPs modified


Minor’s BIP and provided that Minor attend Science class and Math class in the BSP,


respectively.  Because Parent participated and agreed that Minor attend Science and Math classes


in the BSP, Minor cannot be returned to  prior placement of regular non-BSP Math and


Science classes.  School Board did not violate the procedural requirements of the IDEA.


78 LAC 28: XLIII.530.F.2. In special circumstances, the school personnel may remove a student to an interim
alternative educational setting for not more than 45 school days without regard to whether the behavior is
determined to be a manifestation of the student’s disability. These are the special circumstances: student possesses
drugs or weapons or inflicts serious bodily injury upon another person while at school, on school premises, or at a
school function under the jurisdiction of the state agency or an LEA. LAC 28: XLIII.530.G.
79 KIPP Exhibit 5, p. 48, KIPP Exhibit 7, p. 100, and KIPP Exhibit 40, p. 449.
80 KIPP Exhibit 7, pp. 100 and 106. Testimony of School Board Representative and Special Education Coordinator.
81 KIPP Exhibit 40, p. 456. Testimony of School Board Representative and Special Education Coordinator.
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ORDER


IT IS ORDERED that Parent’s February 1, 2017, expedited due process complaint


against School Board is DISMISSED.


Rendered and signed March 22, 2017, Baton Rouge, Louisiana.


_____________________________
Adaora Chukudebelu
Administrative Law Judge


A


NOTICE OF TRANSMISSION OF DECISION OR ORDER 
 


I certify that on _____________________________, I have sent a copy of 


this decision/order to all parties of this matter. 


 


Clerk of Court 
Division of Administrative Law 


 


 
 


Wednesday, March 22, 2017
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APPENDIX OF TERMS


Parent


Minor


School KIPP McDonogh 15 School for the
Creative Arts


School A Choice Foundation’s McDonogh 42 Charter
School


School Board KIPP New Orleans Schools


School Board’s Manager of Student Support Services


Co-Principal


General Education Math Teacher


Special Education Math Teacher


Special Education Coordinator


School Counselor


BSP Special Education Teacher


School Board’s Manager of Clinical Services and School Psychologist 









